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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
The recent war has focused the attention of the general public
upon the importance of aviation in the world of today. However, there are
other uses of the airplane which are just as electrifying in times of
peace as the military purposes were in time of war. It is, for this
reason, that the author of this manuscript firmly believes that the air-
plane can and will have a very marked effect upon the lives of each and
every individual, not only of our own United States of America, and dur-
ing the present generation, but also upon the lives of all persons
throughout the entire world and for many generations as yet unborn.
The two-fold purpose of this paper is (1) To familiarize those ele-
mentary grade teachers who anticipate the teaching of aviation as a unit,
with the materials which are available in the field of aviation and to
give concrete suggestions on the way in vrhich these materials may be used
to advantage in the classroom; (2) To furnish a suggestive list of activ-
ities on aviation, which may be carried on either in the classroom or in
the home of the individual pupil.
To assist youth in obtaining full benefit from living in this mar-
velous Age of Flight, is not only the duty but also the privilege of each
and every teacher in the schools of today. It is quite obvious that in
order to do so intelligently, each teacher should build for herself an
adequate background of authentic information concerning the very timely
subject of aviation. This is just as true of elementary school teachers,
as it is of secondary school teachers, because the basic training neces-
sary for the preparation of our citizens to live in the present Air Age
should be begun in the lower grades. However, the average teacher of
.•
.
.
.
today may truthfully assert that she has not the time to search out the
sources for this much-needed information.
"Continued use of the airplane only for building military and polit-
ical strength may easily lead to annihilative warfare. There are new uses
for air, and new requirements for social and educational thinking to meet
these new uses. Flight can open up new areas of natural resources, in-
crease production and raise standards of living all over the world, make
possible mutual experience and appreciation of peoples of different coun-
tries, different religions, and different customs. It can promote the con-
ditions of security under which peaceful relationships between nations can
exist. Education faces a tremendous challenge in trying to prepare youth
for participation in a program for the use of air in achieving peace
rather than waging war." 1/
1/ ,"Air Age, Too, Has History," Air Age Education Herrs, Vol. II.,
January, 19h5 } P. 1*
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rou to various aouraa© of materials which are suixiittod in this
.simoeript to to- ialtir Gboonoa v/hatqver data oh® needs to build hay an
’.xriit on uviat&sn* Tliia clsaioo, asvioufjly^ vrilX dsrieml .
fc
/m to jpasio lovol
of irsr el-iso as *?bH as oox*ta3n atliar fetors ,&ioh are ^innsooi^izy
jo nasifcte oo# oforo .xiiMlng ;mr unit m aviation aha todri do at
loast a little oriontatiosi roofling if she is ssot already fcwdliftr with
tlip fioM* :o r..: f;t her in beet*. Jxiq Saall; r wit. tot bna ^rsady *.x>on
flora la aviation education to mitor of this isamsor^ is reviewing
a few of the rooantly written arfcisle# wfedou liavo boon -a&litoci in to
iduoatlanal JMnalBf ami In to next chapter of tills ;*upcsr is imlmling
^MdnsrtseSy seventy-five additior&l nones of Am^ianaX Joumil artSolos
to-othoy with to correct reference diita of oasae*
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;\jilUirdt* Jr* uoXiovoa tot to :nin objective of addition in
to r&ssent -Ur ^ should l*s to aid parsons la developing tarepar afctltml a
so that the airplane vddl Us used to furrier Smteosrto of poaco instead of
L'-arii^atlng to atrocities of another ijXofenX vra** n Uoo »3iovos tot our
.rtood states should total tin initiative and set an ssca^ld for other ma-
tlons to folia? decs to tin JSest that our tocimteol amt Industrial d jvolop-
imt of awiafclon natais ns Isadora in to use of to air* j/
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r^liiardt, Jr. tliinis tint teachers as well .as airline aerators and
govormant officials should take part in solving tho problems of Air Age
i
education. H dults and youtlis require, in addition to technical education,
an undturotandij^ of iiponding changes in oar cocnunity and in our national
and iirtornational life in order that they say most iiitellifpntly direct
dr Age progress#H
At tla request of tho American /drlines, ncelhardt* Jr, organised and
is dost directing a group of educators known as the Air-*. ge Educational
Bsearch for the purpose of advancing dr Ago eduoatiorw 1/
iilian .. ‘nyart, in his recent article on "Air Youth" rantione ti*>
coiitriUition aada to youth education by the hational *aronautic Association,
©specially tiiat division widen is known as the Academy of : odol Aeronautics#
ja also tells about tin building and tlis flying of nodal airplanes both in
iJanada and in sosao of tins countries of iouth America which, no doubt,wero
encouraged by tbs assistance of the Academy of odd Aeronautics. 2j
1/ ... . ingolhardt, Jr., 1 ^location for the Air AjV ducatim
June, 19iiu
?./ illiaa U Jnyart, "Air Youth," Sduoatian 6Ui610-12, Juno, 19UU.
it
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danders, in iiio article
_
u»ili£.; jQd ou June, , ly!*, yivoe a report of
the biservico foaciaor education ^-poijran of tJc Aviation Education service
Jivioion held at tlie Civil aronautie /didriiatiNrtiai at j^rdjardia Held,
Lev/ York City, at the Aviation. porations institute on ^;ril 1£2^» In
this article ha relates aooe of the many activities of t.w pregroa which
are vis*, (1) a preview of weather bureau operations! (2) -i obcorvation
of actual T#oatl»r bureau operations* (B) .* ganerc-i inspection^ (t; trip
In a Givi! iorcnautic jkt^iistration piano* (^) A demostraticsi of a link
trainar*,sto* & also oantions tiio objootivo of the -Civil \oromuti6 *&&>•
xjtratioii in sponsoring this poratiora Institute at InOuisdia iisld* Ji/
laebonald tells hew tee state of fennnssoo raises aoasy for tbso pro*
notion of aviation education isithin tija state* fhis state has a *
systea whereby a state organisation 'mam as tia fannesseo .iresa of
ittranautics is financed tbroogi tax laooey set usiile by state lews for the
purpose of jsrqraoting aviation education* This tax is collected fraa tl» ails
of gasoline usod in aircraft* Gao half of t .a neney is retelnod at t}»
airport utere it is collected tddle tiio other half is given to the above)
Motioned bureau for the purpose of ari itioo education* 2/
j/ . . hawioro, B?oachers lav© any juostians Insworsd at the Aviation
Operations Institute, La>oandia Field, Ztor York City, iprH 6, 19’il^1*
dlucation,6b 8620-31, Juno, IpltU*
Jcj « i^arey 2 c omild, * viation idncation in Tennessee," :-i-nrir/.aa
chool Ik>ard Journal, 109*U2-3 s hwaabor, 19Ui*
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ialner tells har aeronautics is taugJrb ia bllothion, .illinoia, -bo ^
elaso cawposod of thirty pupils of tlio sibrbh, o«oath arid eighth grades for
a period of eight weeks, at the onl o£ -which tine aaotliar fdadlnr group is
foraed and the study is continued# such topics as !, Ha; a dlane flies,”
"l otions of a Flam,* "Basic iirplam L^binBasate, ” am "Structure of a
iluc r; aro i-rosontod in logical floqpaace# Later ia ti# course othor 1 porbanb
topics oio studied, such as,".bather, 11 «/uvi^atiori# ,: irterc^rtionj mi.
‘ !2ypos of drfoila# ahasr ays, '• or r^ccx^pldclrsaats .-joto acaioml osily
m. viith the bare iaini:isia of e
....
......t* o boHevej also, tiiafc the ear) on-
cells.it results could he attained in any grade school .shore iije c-dldreri are
of average iirtallic^nccj* j/
..arsons believes that ignore arc core.-in specific things -to «jo Viojnt
to the cMldren in our schools comerming aviation hut t-at in ardor to
teach theso tilings the toscljsrs tb^zaselfes awst acquire tho proper tofltfkxlge#
«
..•ajo of tho tilings to tsu&fc arc (1) fhe shrinking a£ t3» world brought
about toy the uoo of the airplane-- tiros mkiiig all countries our naftliborsj
(2 ) 21b way in which various peoples of the world live, their present status
of political sad social develcpaant, so as to give the children a cassept of
sorM citisonsld^i (3) flic irqxK'tanoo of serf sir routes in comparatively un-
known placosj (U) ilia offset of airplanes qpon our daily living, intarjiatioaal
taiierstanding and lasting poaco« ,! wr.hilo it is ^practical ml unlilnly to
have every teacher well acquainted with the iaoro technical aspects of air
tarovledgs, a knowledge at the basic concept of flight should bo includod
esxsng the required courses is teacher training institutions# ” 2/
V toaster H«?a3j»r, */icranaut:lc3 in Grade dcliool,” jjoxisun xhool aard
Journal, 100*^6 Jyr», 19hli*
2/ iargaa, "Gdxjcaticn .bees tbe /dr ,03," iducaticn, Chi$9$~9t

n lho viorM'a qitA&jsjbq into to dir Agp )iaa cr\r:.tod urd/yia roopons Lbilitiea
for educators*" says an a&riaajrj bulletin which lias boon jroparod by tha
.iscorjoin Joixiittso on owiati&a - location. aavl published by tfco 3tat» : >•
prartraaxfc of Public Instruction# :hU i bulletin XiLto a caiplat© state plan
of aviation odacatiaa including flight Go^>orioi¥3o for its teSahara* to
bulletin ©cvstirsusc* #25» impacts of aviation have taranclaad out in costless
directions and those .ton&s ssact bo foUopwtl and iradogttteod V an ©due op-
tional cr/E*’jer.i tihich is adjusted to the ttos*"j/
to Air yp dix^locsal I&soorch(a group of otoatos org;itod for
to purpose of advancing iir 4ge odfemtiea) toliova tot tie library ha#
a dsfldto e;xlril.".diaa to *;aJ® 1c to itorost of ,<r aLLai . .• . .;... *
o
foe? of tha noro ia|>ortanfc things fiat a library can do or® (1) Call to
teachers* attention to epooohea taxi aagaai o vtoles eg* to dir
•.*335(2) il'wo :ai o:tobit on to Ocean of irj (3 , Have an exhibit v;hieh in-
cludes (iiaplays of books* pa- phlets and saagasiac articles dealing '1th
various ^ncos of to subject} pictures tarn frori to sir* &&«*(& Item
nrr»j shoring to local calamity .as to cantor of to air *;orll— to teach
to dcrclo^nt of to global air tr^^rtat5x5n3(5») Item a collection of
tte naps* also tsodels and books on tho subject} and (6) iisvo a display of
oosae colored lithograph prints*' 2/
V—
*
r; hnkesis T ix>n .vlation into iseancln .chaols*” torican
;>oliool hoard Journal* 3D9i3?* July* 1914**
2/ —— * u Cantribution of tho Library*” dueation 6U*619-23* Juno* 1914j«
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SUGGESTIVE OUTLINE ON BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS
As previously stated in the introduction of this manuscript, "each
teacher should build for herself an adequate background of authentic in-
formation concerning the very timely subject of aviation*" It is vjlth this
thought in mind that the author of this paper suggests some of the topics
which might be included in the study of aviation* Nevertheless, this is not
an outline of subject matter to be taught but merely a guide for the teacher
to use in building up her own background of aviation information.
After each major topic appears several specific references to some of
the more outstanding materials which are available in the field of aviation
today.
1
I* The Story of Aviation (1,10,13,16,28,3U,50,57,73, 82,85,91,280,328,378)™
A* Myths and Legends
B. Early Attempts at Flight
C. Development of Aircraft
1. Lighter-than-air craft
2. Heavier-than-air craft
D. Biographies of Famous Flyers and their Contribution to Aviation
1* Men
O
2. Women
E. The Air Mail
1* Establishment of air-mail service,
2, Inauguration of the first overnight air-mall service,
3. Development of the transcontinental air-mail service,
T
1/ See Chapter III#
'
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F. Future of American Aviation
1. America’s future airliners*
2. South America’s future airways.
3* America’s future airports,
U* Contribution of Worl 7/ar II, to the field of aviation,
G. Recent Notable Flights,
II. Simple Aeronautics (39j71*7!?il08,128,209,217,25l4.,292,339,369,h-62,
A, Classification of Aircraft ( Adapted version of reference
number U72)
1, Aerodyne (Heavier-than-air craft)
a. Airplane
(1) Anphibian
(2) Seaplane
(3) Biplane
(10 Canard
(5) Monoplane
(6) Pusher
( 7 ) Sequiplane
A
(8) Tailless
b. Glider
c. Gyroplane
(1) Autogiro
d. Helicopter
e. Ornithopter
f. Kite
g. Military
1/ See Chapter III,

2. Aerostat
a. Airship (Dirigible)
(1) Blimp
(2) Non-rigid
(3) Rigid
b. Balloon (Non-dirigible)
(1) Captive
(2) Free
B. Parts of a Plane and their Uses
1. Ailerons
2. Cockpit
3. Empennage
a. Vertical fin
b« Rudder
c. Elevators
d. Stabilizer
e. Tail v/heel
U* Landing gear.
a* Wheel pants
b. Landing wheels
5>. Kotor or motors
C. Motions of a Plane and Their Control by the Pilot.
D. Basic Instruments and Their Use in Flying.
E. Steps in Taking Off.
F. Steps in Landing.
G. Engines and Propellers
H. Meaning of Avigation.
..
.
,
«
.
.
.
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I. Communication by Radio.
J. Dead Reckoning.
K. The Wind Tunnel and its Use,
L. The Radio Beam and its Use.
M. The Airport,
lo Airplanes
a. Care, inspection and servicing.
2. Flight
a. Plan
b. Control
3. Hangars and their use.
h. Lights and their specific uses.
a. Approach
b. Beacon
c. Boundary
d. Contact
s. Floodlights
f. Range
5. Runways and their use.
6. Rules of the air.
a. Civil Air Regulations
7. Schedules
N. The Weather
1. Conditions and hazards.
2. Observations.
3. Reports and maps.
«r .
.
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III. The Aviation Industry ( 79*111* 12U, 129*180, 230, 3h2,399* U05>, UU8*U6-
A. Divisions of the Industry*
1.
Airplane manufacture.
2* Airplane engine manufacture.
3. Commercial aviation.
U. Military aviation.
B. Careers in Aviation,
1. Flying
2. Ground
C. Materials Used in the Construction of the Airplane.
D. Places of Employment
1. Airport
2. Factory
3. Salesroom
E. lames of Some of the Better Known Manufacturing Plants.
1. Bell Aircraft Corporation.
2. Boeing Aircraft Company.
3. Consolidated-Vultee Aircraft Corporation.
U. Curtiss- Tright Corporation.
£. Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc,
6. Lockheed Aircraft, Inc.
7. The Glenn L, Martin Company.
8.
Northrop Aircraft Inc.
The Public Relations Department of the above manufactures will
send free upon request booklets, pictures of various passenger planes
together with information about aircraft occupations.
L?' 1/ See Chapter III,
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IV. Commercial Airlines (25,26,30,5U,87jlOUjlli-5>j211,360,362,336,]433>UHO
A, Their Importance in the Social and Economic World of Today,
B* Passenger Service
1, Routes Within the United States,
a. Coast-to-coast Routes
b. Others,
2, Routes between the United States and foreign countries,
3, The Airliners themselves,
a. How the present ones differ from the earlier ones in
appearance
.
b. How their rate of speed differ,
2
J
V, Unusual Uses of the Airplane , ( 285, 291* 29U,300, 301,307*321;)
A* Spotting schools of fish by fishing fleets.
B, Spotting seal herds on the ice off Newfoundland,
C, Spraying of oil on marshes to destroy mosquitoes.
D, Spraying of crops to kill harmful bugs.
S. Spraying of the cotton crop for purposes of defoliation,
F. Dropping of explosives on ice barriers in rivers, thus releasing
dammed up streams.
G. Picking up hunters who need medical assistance.
H. Assisting in the mining of gold in South America,
2l See Chapter III,
2/ See Chapter III,
•
• f.
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YJ Milestones of Aviation
l£00 An ornithopter was designed and created by Leonardo da Vinci
Italy.
1783 Ascension of smoke-filled paper balloons by the Montgolfier
Brothers France •
1785 Crossing of the English Channel in a balloon in 2 hours by
Dr. Jeffries, an American and Blanchard, a Frenchman
England and France.
1837 Dirigible was designed by Sir George Cayley——England.
18£2 First practical dirigible airship with a 3 horsepower engine
was made by Henry Giffard and flown by him at the rate of
6 miles per hour France.
1862 Military balloons were used by the North at the time of the
Civil War U.S.A.
I89I Glider with bird-like wings was developed by Otto Lilienthal
Germany.
1896 Multiplane gliders were developed on the Indiana sand dunes
by Octave Chanute, father of the biplane glider U.S.A.
1896 A 16-foot tandem-two-wing plane steam-power-driven was flown
by its inventor. Dr. Langley, for the first time U.S.A.
1900 Biplane glider was flown at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina by
the Wright Brothers U.S.A.
1900 First rigid airship was flown by Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin
Germany.
1/ Adapted from "History of Air Progress," Chapter XIX, Air Scout Manual.
New York: Boy Scouts of America, 19U2, pp. 199-211.
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1909 An engine-driven monoplane was flown 32 miles across the English
Channel from France to England at UO miles per hour by Louis
Bleriot France*
1909
The Gordon Bennett Trophy was won by Glen Curtiss in a biplane at
Rheims, France U. S.A.
1910
760 flights were made by I4. ships in 3 years with no mishaps by
Zeppelins LZ-7* The flight covered a distance of over 100,000
miles and carried li|,000 passengers Germany*
1912 Successful seaplane catapult was developed by the United States
Navy U. S.A.
19lU-19l8~World War I. with over 20,000 air combats* Allied fleets of
fighting planes nearly 7,000, with Central Powers about half as
many. Over 30 air attacks made on Paris and 33 on England 5 also
Zeppelins made 33 bombing raids on England; American Ace records
were 26 victims for Eddie Rickenbacker; Frank Luke, 21, for the
time the United States was in the war. Richthofen of Germany had
80; Rene Fonick of France, 73; Bishop of Canada, 72; Nungesser
of France, U3; and so on*
1918
Establishment of the first regular air mail route in the world,
from New York City to 7fashington, D.C. U.S.A.
1919
First flight across the Atlantic was made via the Azores and
Portugal in a NC-U Navy Curtiss seaplane U.S.A.
1919 First non-stop Atlantic crossing of i960 miles was made in 16
hours, and 12 minutes from Newfoundland to Ireland by Alcock and
Brown England *
1919 From England to Australia, a distance of 11,300 miles, was flown
in 29 days by the Smith Brothers England.
.
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1920 First directing of aircraft by radio compass U.S.A.
1920 Transcontinental air mail service was begun U.S.A*
192U Captain L.H. Smith and 5 others attempted to fly 3 Army Douglas
transports. Two of them completed the trip of 27*553 miles
around the world in flying time of 15 days, 11 hours, and
7 minutes U.S.A.
192U Zeppelin ZR-3 was piloted non-stop from Friedrichshafen to
Lakehurst, New Jersey, a distance of 5066 miles in 8l hours
and 17 minutes by Dr. Hugo Sckener Germany.
1926 Fokker monoplane was flown over the North Pole (May 9) from
Spitzbergen and return, a distance of 1600 miles in 15 hours
and 5l minutes by Commander Richard E. Byrd and Floyd Bennett
U.S.A.
1926
A South American Good-Will Tour of 20,000 miles was flown by
10 United States Army officers in 5 planes.
1927
First non-stop flight from New York City to Paris, a distance
of 36IO miles was made in 33 hours and 31 minutes by Charles A.
Lindbergh U. S. A.
1927
First non-stop flight from New York City to Eisleben, Germany,
a distance of 3911 miles was made by Clarence D. Chamberlin
and Charles Levine U.S.A.
1928
First westward Atlantic crossing, from Ireland to Newfoundland
was made by Captain Koehl, Baron von Huenefeld of Germany, and
by Major Fitzmauri.ee Irish Free State.
.. .
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1928 Captain G. Kingford-Smith and C. Ulm (Australia) with H.W.Lyon
and J. Earner (U.S.A. ) flew "Southern Cross" from Oakland, Cali-
fornia to Sydney, Australia, a distance of 7U>000 miles in 83
hours and 15 minutes with stops at Honolulu, Fiji Islands and
Brisbane.
1928
Monoplane "Friendship" was flown from Newfoundland to '/Yales, a
distance of 2,000 miles in 20 hours and UO minutes by Amelia
Earhart with Wilmer Stutz and Louis Gordon U.S.A.
1929
Lieutenant A. Soucek (U.S. Navy) made world airplane altitude
record of 391UO feet U.S.A.
1930
First non-stop Paris to New York City flight of 37 hours and
17 minutes was made by Dieudonne Coste and Maurice Bellonte
France.
1930
Flight from New York City to Los Angeles, Yfestbound, was made
in 13 hours, fifteen minutes, and U3 seconds, Eastbound, in
11 hours, 30 minutes, and UO seconds by Captain Frank Hawks —
U.S.A.
1931
First non-stop flight from Tokyo to Yfenatchee, YYashington was
made in bl^ hours a distance of U558 miles by Clyde
Pangborn U. S. A.
1932
Balloon altitude record of 53,152 feet was set by Professor A.
Picard and Max Cosyns Switzerland.
1933
2U seaplanes were led to Chicago and return by General I. Balbo
—
Italy.
1933 A distance of 15,596 miles was flown in 7 days, 18 hours, and
I4.92 minutes by Wiley Post in his Lockheed-Vega, “Winnie Mae"
U.S.A.

/ fir
1933 Balloon altitude record of 63^37 feet was made from Akron to
Bayside, New York by Lieutenant Commander T.G.W. Settle and
Major C.L. Dordney U.S.A.
1935 China Clipper Service, a round trip of 122 hours, was started
by the Pan American World Airways U.S.A*
1935
Philippine Clipper Service, a round trip of 118 hours was
started U. S. A.
1936
Balloon altitude record of ?2,39U feet was made by Major A.W.
Stevens and Captain 0. Anderson of the United States Amy
U.S.A.
1936 Flight of the Hindenburg, from Lakehurst, New Jersey to
Friedrichshafenjwas made in i|2 hours, and 53 minutes
Germany.
1936 A round-the-world trip was made in 18 days, lU hours, and
56 minutes by H.R, Skins, traveling by commercial air lines
for the New York World Telegram U.S.A.
1938
a round-the-world trip of 1)4,800 miles was flown in 3 days,
19 hours, and 8 minutes by Howard Hughes, with a crew of 5
U • 5. A.
1939
United States was crossed in 7 3/U hours by a Lockheed two-
engine pursuit plane U.S.A.
19U0 R.A.F. won the Battle of Britain, "Never in the field of
human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few"
England.
19U2 Ferry Command pilots flew fujjn Newfoundland to England in
I4OO minutes' U.S.A,
. . .
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19U2 Aircraft dominated completely in Coral Sea and Midway
victories U. S. A.
19U6 On March 2k f a. new post-War air service, linking the United
States with Tokyo, was inaugurated by Pan American World
V
Airways
•
19h6 On April 8, a land-plane Clipper service was inaugurated by
Pan American World Airways, These flights take place between
jj
San Francisco and Hawaii,
1/ , "Record Breaking Flights Inaugurate Post-War Pacific Air
Services," Classroom Clipper, Vol, II., May, I9 I16 , p. 1,
JJ Ibid
.• • t . c » *
SUGGESTIVE OUTLINE FOR A SECOND GRADE UNIT
A* Natural Flight of Each of the Following:
1. Animals
2. Birds
3. Fish
km Plant seeds
B, Air
1. Wind (Air in motion)
.
• a. Different uses of the wind to man.
2. Effect of heat upon it,
C, Weather
1, Various kinds,
a. Clouds
b. Fog
Co Hail
do Rain
e. Sleet
f. Snow
g. Wind
2, Effect of the weather upon the flight of airplanes,
3, Temperature,
a 0 Use of a thermometer,
D, Seen At the Airport
1, Hangars
2, Lights
3* Runways
I;, Planes
0.
<*
.
*
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5. Workers
6, Windsock
S« Reason for Safety Rules
F. Aircraft
1. Recognition
a. Difference between an airship and an airplane
»
b. Difference between a monoplane and a biplane.
2. Uses of the airship,
3. Uses of the airplane.
Go Parts of a Plane ( In non-technical language)
Ho Myths and Legends
I. Famous Flyers
,.
.
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SUGGESTIVE OUTLINE FOR A SIXTH GRADE UNIT ON AVIATION
The following outline in not necessarily an outline of subject matter
to be taught but merely suggests to the teacher some of the topics in the
field of aviation which might be considered at a sixth grade level,
A* History of Flight
1, Early types of aircraft,
2. pioneers in the field of aviation,
B» Kites and Balloons
C, Simple Aeronautics
1, Parts of a plane (most important ones only),
a. Motor.
b. Propeller.
c. Wings.
d. Ailerons.
e. Rudder.
f. 'Elevator.
g. Stabilizer.
h. Fuselage.
i. Landing wheels.
2, Types of planes and their recognition,
3, Movements of a plane.
U. Basic instruments.
a. Tachometer.
b. Air-speed indicator,
c. Altimeter,
d. Compass.
,,
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5. The weather#
a. Conditions and hazards.
b. Observations.
c. Reports and maps.
D. Model Planes
1. Research reading to discover how to build real models,
2. Building of real models.
3. Flying of the models built.
E. The Airport
1. Hangars and their use.
2. Different kinds of lights and their use,
3. Runways and their use.
U. Care, inspection, and servicing of planes,
3. Landing and taking off of planes.
F. Signalling
G. Traffic Rules of the Air
H. Positions in Aviation
I. Effects of Aviation on the People of the World.
..
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Suggested Activities
In so far as it is practicable, the pupils themselves should be en-
couraged to suggest their ovm activities for a unit on aviation. The ac-
tivities should be selected with respect to the particular interests and
concerns of the pupils. It is unnecessary for any one pupil to attempt to
perform all the activities of any one type or for all of the pupils of a
class to do any one_of tba activitift.q
_
mentioned. The following list of ac-
tivities is merely suggestive. It is to be hoped that the teacher, while
working with her class, will originate many more activities which may prove
to be even more valuable than the ones mentioned in the following pages
of this manuscript.
Arithmetic Activities
Solve problems involved in having breakfast aloft. This will include
finding the cost of the necessary ingredients for a breakfast which might
consist of the following items j a half of a grapefruit, a bowl of cereal
with milk, and a cup of cocoa. Adapt the quantities needed according to the
number of children in the class.
Figure the cost of materials needed for such projects as the building
of a model airport, building a model airplane, etc.
Solve problems involved in taking an Imaginary trip to the West coast
by airplane. Compare this trip with a similar trip by train.
Solve problems involved in taking an imaginary trip around the world
by airplane. This will include problems concerning distances, time and the
different money values.
Measure the amount of material necessary for the building of a booth
for the purpose of an aviation exhibit.
..
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Fine and Industrial Art Activities
Construct a model airplane, having each pupil of a small group make
a specific part such as a propeller, a fuselage, etc.
Have one group of children build a model airport. This should include
a signal tower, one or more hangars, the runways, etc.
Have individual children make model airplanes.
Make a toy balloon to represent some particular type of balloon used
by some pioneer in the field of aviation, such as the Montgolfier Brothers,
etc.
Make silhouettes illustrating the different types of planes.
Construct a series of models to illustrate the development of the
airplane from early days to the present time.
Make a paper glider.
Make several kinds of kites.
Collect pictures of different types of planes and paste them in a
scrapbook made for the purpose. During the Language arts class write short
descriptions about each type illustrated.
Collect samples of the materials used in aircraft construction and
fasten these samples on a large map of the world, drawn for the purpose;
having colored ribbons or paper streamers connecting these samples with the
different parts of a large model plane, thus illustrating the proper
source of such materials.
Model figures of pilots, airline hostesses, etc. of papier-mache pulp.
Show them about to enter a”Mainliner"for a coast-to-coast flight; also
show several passengers about to enter the plane. To make the pulp, soak
newspaper strips in paste water overnight, then use like you would clay.
..
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On a model of an airport show small figures performing various tasks
such as the repairing of a plane, making weather observations, etc.
Make toy tickets and money.
Make a frieze to illustrate the development of aviation from the
early times to the present.
Make another frieze to illustrate the different kinds of transportation
carried on from the days of the pioneers to the present time.
Make a film strip depicting some of the more important events in the
history of aviation. In the social studies class have one pupil show the
film strip in an opaque projector while another pupil describes the events
as they are shown*
Construct a "peep box" to illustrate the activities that take place at
an airport, A large square box of rather thin cardboard will be needed for
this purpose. First, cut a hole approximately four inches square at the
lower edge of one side of the box; next build and arrange the scene inside;
then cover the top with some bright-colored cellophane or tissue paper and
place the box either under a light or if possible near a window with a
southern exposure.
Draw the trade marks of the more important airline companies. Then
apply these designs to the proper parts of the model airplane built by the
class or by individual members of it.
Make a chart illustrating the instrument panel of a Mainliner.
Make silhouettes for a shadow play depicting (1) Early development of
heavier-than-air craft; (2) Early development of lighter-than-air craft.
Design travel posters which show the chief points of interest en-
countered on a trip from New York to Los Angeles; also typical scenes often
witnessed by round-the-world plane travelers.
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Language Art Activities
Consult encyclopedias and reference books for information concerning
aviation.
Collect information for oral or written reports on one or more of the
following:
(1) How to make models of kites, airplanes, wind tunnels, etc.
(2) How to make slides for use in a lantern.
(3) How to make film strips for use in an opaque projector.
(U) How to keep a weather chart.
(3) Hot/
- to take weather observations.
Make a dictionary of aviation terms such as empennage, aileron, rudder,
etc., and illustrate it with original drawings or with pictures cut from
various magazines and newspapers.
Prepare and give a"radio" program. This might consist of some of the
thrilling events in the lives of some of the famous flyers, such as that of
Charles A. Lindbergh, the Wright Brothers, etc.
After a small committee has been chosen by the class, from among its
members, letters are 'written to the different airlines and to other sources
for information concerning the various materials available on the subject of
aviation.
If possible, find a famous living pilot, who is willing to come before
your class and give a brief talk about some of his most interesting exper-
iences while piloting a plane*
Write thank-you notes or letters for materials received, to visiting
speakers, and to those who assisted on field trips, etc.
..
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Language Art Activities
Write and give a play on some phase of aviation, such as an incident
in the history of aviation; the life experiences of one of the heroes or
heroines of aviation; or on <»'_ the ways in which the airplane might act as
a very important instrument in the saving of the life of a patient in a
hospital, e.g., by flying serum from one part of the country to another, etc.
Make illustrated booklets on some special topic, such as the different
kinds of clouds; how the airplane helps the farmer; jobs in aviation; types
of planes, etc. Some of these may be made by groups of children working to-
gether while others may be made by individual pupils working alone.
Organize materials for the purpose of making charts.
Give oral or written reports on trips to airports, airplane factories,
etc.
Prepare travel talks with original illustrations for an imaginary trip
around-the-world.
Prepare a travel talk to accompany the movie entitled, "Coast to Coast
1/
by Plane. ""Then give the talk at the same time the movie is shown. Have
one pupil give the talk and another one run the moving picture machine, if
the child thoroughly understands the operation of it, otherwise the teacher
should operate the machine.
Give oral reports on experiments carried on in the science class.
Write letters of invitation to the closing activity of the unit*
1/ Coast to Coast by Plane: United Air Lines
:...
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Health and Physical Education Activities
Find concrete examples of the ways in which the airplane has bettered
the living conditions of the people of the world.
Have a small group of the pupils discuss the health hazards which have
to be met and overcome in flying in all sorts of weather.
Discuss with the pupils the effect that air pressure has upon human
beings who fly in the stratosphere.
Keep a health chart.
Originate and play aviation games.
Play games that may be purchased concerning the airplane.
Have a plane contest in which model airplanes, built by individual
members or by small groups of members, are flown.
Have a glider contest in which gliders, made by individual pupils or
groups of pupils, are flown.
Fly different kinds of kites made by individual pupils or by small
groups of pupils.
Have the slower children, put together and fly gliders, kites and
planes, the parts of which may be purchased at almost any department store,
in kits, ready to assemble.
Music Activities
In the lower grades have the children imitate the sound of the airplane
motor; viz., (1) Wheh the plane first takes off; (2) When the plane is in
the air; (3) When the plane is about to land.
Sing some of the national anthems of some of the larger countries of
the world.
Sing popular flyfvig songs which originated in our own United States.
..
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Science and Nature Study Activities
Learn to recognize different types of planes by their wings.
Have the class form into small groups and let the members of one
group investigate and discuss the different parts of the airplane and the
use of each part in the piloting of a plane; the influence of weather con-
ditions on the flight of a plane; the effect of flying above the clouds, etc.
hake a simple weather chart.
Make a wind tunnel.
Observe demonstrations conducted by the teacher or by members of the
class.
Set up and conduct simple experiments, demonstrating some of the
scientific principles which are involved in the study of aviatiion. This
should be done with very simple apparatus.
Study the use of scientific instruments in weather forecasting.
Interpret simple weather maps and charts.
Watch the flight of birds and compare their speed of flight with that
of the airplane.
Discuss with the class the way in which some seeds are dispersed, thus
bringing in the use of the wind and comparing that use with a similar use
of the wind in aiding airplanes in their flight.
Discuss with the class the difference between lighter-than-air craft
and heavier-than-air craft.
Discuss with the class the four most important basic instruments used
in flying; viz., the tachometer, the air-speed indicator, the altimeter*
and the compass.
».
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Social Studies Activities
Collect timetables and folders from the airlines for use in an exhibit.
Invite a person, who has recently made a coast-to-coast trip by plane,
to talk to the class. Ask him to tell the class what impressed him most
concerning the trip.
Plan an excursion to a museum, if there is one nearby which has some
models of aircraft. (The Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C. is ex-
cellent for this purpose).
Plan an overnight trip, if at all practicable, in one of the sleeper
planes, and later discuss its advantages and disadvantages in their use in
the future.
Have a committee chosen from among the class members for arranging a
trip to a local airport.
Make the trip to the airport and watch the planes as they arrive, land,
and take off; also observe the work of the ground crew.
Have a committee chosen from amomg the class members for arranging a
trip to an airplane factory.
Make the trip to the airplane factory and while there have explained
the construction of the different parts of a plane, the kinds of materials
used and where these materials come from.
Have a pupil prepare and give orally some event in the history of
aviation, such as Charles A. Lindbergh’s solo flight to Paris or Richard E.
Byrd’s flight to the South pole.
Read global and mercator maps.
Locate places on maps and on the globe.
Write biographical sketches of famous pilots.
.-
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CHAPTER III,
VARIOUS MATERIALS AVAILABLE IN THE FIELD OF AVIATION
A vast amount of material is available at the present time concerning
the subject of aviation. The vrriter of this manuscript -wishes to submit
the foUowing selective list of materials -which she believes will prove
to be invaluable to ,an elementary teacher about to build a unit on the
subject of aviation.
Unless otherwise noted the various books selected are those of the
non-fiction type. The children’s books are graded according to the grada-
1/
tion found in the Children’s Catalogue
,
if designated by (C), otherwise
if (P) is used, the grade level of the book in question is suggested by
the publisher. In either case, the Arabic number or numbers which appear
directly after the letter in parenthesis, denotes the gradation suggested#
An asterisk immediately preceding a book shows the book in question is
outstanding.
READING MATERIALS BOOKS.
Books For Children
1. Adams, Jean and Margaret Kimball in collaboration with Jeanette Eaton
Heroines of the Sky. Illustrated with photographs.
Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc,, 19U2.
xxiv/ 29!? pp#
Gives biographical sketches of several women fliers. (C) (6-9)
2# Alden, Jack(pssud), Cocky, The Little Helicopter. Pictures by C. Biers.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 19U3*
UO page boards. (P) (3)
3* Andrews, John Paul, Gliding and Soaring. Illustrated.
New York: Robert M. McBride & Company, 19hli# (P) (U-6)
", c 7
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U. Arey, Charles K. , Aviation Science for Boys and Girls, Illustrated
with half tones and diagrams'.
(Aviation Readers)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19hU.
vi/ 229 pp.
Presents the science of flight in easy-to-understand
language. Shows a cross section of the atmosphere il-
lustrating how high men have flown in balloons and
planes. (P) (6)
9. Aulaire, Ingri(Mortenson)d 1
,
and Sdgar Parin d'Aulaire, Wings for Per.
Illustrated by lithographed drawings in four colors by George C.
Miller.
Garden City, M.Y. : Doubleday, Doran & Company, 19Ml*
UO pp.
The dream of a Norwegian boy comes true when he grows
up and becomes a flyer and defends his homeland from
the Nazis. (C) ( 3-5 ) (Fict)
6. Booth, Harold H.
,
Book of Combat Planes. Illustrated in color with
nearly full-page pictures' of "planes. Lithographed in the United
States of America by the Providence Lithograph Company.
Garden City, N.Y. : Garden City Publishing Company, Inc., 19UU*
25 pp.
Presents eleven combat planes of the United States, seven
from Great Britain, one from Russia, two from Germany, and
two from Japan; also gives short descriptions of each plane
illustrated. (C) (3-7)
7. Carey, Mabel Colebrooke, The Airman. Pictured by Clifford Rowe.
(Everyday Books)
New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc., 19UIL.
32 pp.
Thrilling experiences of a pilot. (P) (6)
8. Carlisle, Norman V.
,
Types of Planes. Illustrated with over thirty
photographs and diagrams by Thomas F. Lube.
(Young America’s Aviation Library)
New York: Harper & Brothers, 19U3*
63 PP.
Describes the many different types of planes and shows
how each type mentioned is suited for the particular
use to which it is put; also tells something about
gliders; how they are launched, etc. (C) (U~7)
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9 • Carroll, Lirs Ruth (Robinson) and Latrobe Carroll, Flight of the Silver
Bird. Illustrated in black and white and in color by Ruth Carroll,
dew York: Julian Messner, Inc., 1939-
95 pp.
Story of a journey to the Far East enjoyed by Peter and Jane.
(C) (It-5) (Fict)
10. Cohen, Rose N.
,
Men Who Gave Us Wings. Illustrated with half tones
and drawings; with official United States Marine Corps and United
States Army Air Forces photographs.
(Aviation Readers)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19UU*
vi/ 210 pp.
Depicts aviation history by means of interesting biographies.
(c) (5)
11. Elting, Mary and Robert T. Weaver, Soldiers, Sailors, Fliers and
Marines . Pictures by Jeanne Bendi'c'k.
New York: Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc.
, 19U3*
100 pp.
Felsen, Gregor, Pilots All. illustrated with photographs.
New York: Harper e brothers, 19H5*
xii/ 20U pp.
Gives work of the various kinds of pilots. (C) (U-6)
Ji-
ll* Flack, Marjorie, Up in the Air . Illustrated.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1935*
Unpaged.
Story of the first balloon flight with a cock, a sheep,
and a duck as passengers. Excellent illustrations and an
extremely interesting story. (P) (1-3)
*
15* Floherty, John Joseph, ’Board the Airliner. Illustrated with many
photographs.
New York; Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 193h.
96 pp.
Describes a modem transport plane and a ride in one
accompanied by a camera which takes many excellent
pictures. The duties of the pilot are also mentioned.
(0) (U—6)
*
l3w , Men Without Fear . Illustrated with photographs by the author.
Philadelphia : J . ; j . Lippincott Company, 19hii«
22U PP.
Gives an exciting story of a plane tester. (C) (U-6)
,.
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*16. Freeland, George Sari and Edward Everett Walker, America's Building
the Makers of our Flag. Illustrated with maps.
( The New Frontier Social Studies Series)
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19l|2.
xx/ U25 pp.
On pages 31U-323 is a chapter on "Conquerors of the Air,"
This includes stories in the lives of Langley, Lindberg,
Byrd and others. An excellent double-page map of the
world is given which shows the flights of well known
aviators. (P) (9)
17. Friskey, Margaret R.
,
Today We Fly. Pictured by Lucia Patton.
Chicago: Albert 'Whitman & Company, 19U2.
32 pp.
A oicture book and a story of a plane ride. Easy to read.
(P) (3)
18. , Wings Over the Woodshed. Pictured by Lucia Patton.
Chicago: Albert' Vi/hitman & Company, 19lil.
32 pp.
A well illustrated story for the pre-school child. Tells
of the exciting rescue of a neighbor's cat from a tree
by some children who owned an "airplane" which they had
built from a soap box. (C)(l-3)
19. Gates, Arthur I. and Others, Jim and Judy, Illustrated.
(The New Work-Play Readers!
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1939*
15U pp.
Gives thirty-eight pages about airplanes, also an air-
plane ride. (C) (Primer)
20. Gilmore, Horace Herman, Model Planes for Beginners. Illustrated with
drawings and diagrams by the author.
New York: Harper & Brothers, 19U2.
9U pp.
Gives the construction of ten solid models of well-
known war planes including those of the American
"Airacobra, " the English "Spitfire," and the German
"Stuka Dive Bomber. "(C) (I4.-6 )
21. Gordy, Wilbur Fisk, Elementary History of the United States. Illustrated,
with maps and other illustrations.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929*
xvll/ 37U pp.
Shows picture of NQ-I4. at Plymouth, England. This plane
crossed the Atlantic, thus illustrating use of seaplanes

in a trans-Atlantic crossing. (P) (6)
22. Hanna, Paul R. and Others, Susan' S Neighbors At Work. Illustrated by
Clarence Biers and Story- Tlurford Studio,
(Curriculum Foundation Series) ( Everyday-Life Stories)
Chicago: Scott, Foresman & Company, 1937*
2[i0 pp.
On pages 222-223 the work of airplane workers is described. (P) (3)
23 • Hildreth, Gertrude and Others, Looking Forward. Illustrated by Corinne
Malvern. (Easy Growth in Reading Series)
Philadeliphia : John C. "Winston Company, ±9bh»
v/ UUl pp.
Describes the different types of planes; also tells
about travelling by plane. (P) (£)
*
2U. How Planes Fly. Illustrated by Thomas F. Lube.
(Young America's Aviation Library)
New York: Harper & Brothers, 19U3.
61| pp.
Describes in a simple manner the theory of aerodynamics,
including some experiments to illustrate the principles
mentioned. (C) ( U—7)
*
2^. Huber, Miriam Blanton and Others, Planes for Bob and Andy. Illustrated
by Jacob Landau.
(Core-Vocabulary Readers)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19U3.
352 pp.
Describes the interesting experiences of two boys
from the time they took their first ride in a
single-motored pl^r.e until they became captains
of large airliners; thus depicting the development
of aviation between World Jar I and World War II.
(P) (3)
~rC
26. Hurd, Edith ( Thatcher) (Mrs. Clement Hurd), Sky High. Illustrated by
Clement Hurd.
New York: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Company, I9I4I.
3U pp.
Describes the flight in an airliner. It includes
the function of the radio beam, report-duties of
pilot, co-pilot and stewardess, loading of mail
and baggage, duties of airport personell, etc.
(C) (U-6)
..
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27» Jordanoff, Assen, Flying and How to Do It. Drawings by Larry Yftiittingbo:
New York: Grosset" Dunlap',* Inc.,' IRtjO.
12U pp. (Revised edition)
The art of flying explained in a very simplified manner
by an experienced pilot. (G) (U-6 )
28. Lazarus
,
Sidney, vVhy Can’t I Fly? Pictures by the author.
New York: Charles Scribner rs~Sons, I9 I4O.
63 pp.
Depicts the historical and social aspect of aviation.
(0) (U-6)
29 • Lenski, Louis, Little Airplane. Illustrated by the author.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1933*
U8 pp.
A picture story book in which certain facts about the
airplane are presented in an easy-to-understand manner.
(c) (1-3)
30.
Lent, Henry B., Flight 17. Illustrated by Doris and George Hauman.
New York: The"ITacmilTan Company, 19U0.
96 pp.
Story of a flight by an airliner, including such details
as a description of the air terminal, work of the me-
chanics, air traffic, radio beam, etc. (C) (3-h)
31.
, Straight Down. Illustrated by Adolph Treidler.
(Aviation EReaders
)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19UU»
96 pp.
Describes the experiences of Jimmy, a boy who was afraid
to jump from high places and who conquered his fear by
doing what he was afraid to do. (C) (1-3)
32.
, Straight Up. Illustrated by Raymond Lufkin.
(Aviation Readers)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19UU*
87 pp.
Describes the experiences of a boy and his parents who
go for a ride in a helicopter. Mentions some of the
chief characteristics of a helicopter. (C) (1-3)
-.
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33 • Lilienthal, Sophie, Sails, Wheels , and Wings , Illustrated,
New York: Grosset ^"Dunlap
,
Inc
.,
~1'9'57.
Unpaged,
Shows the story of transportation in pictures,
with little text material, (G) (U-6)
3U. Maizlish, I. Leon, Wonderful Wings. Illustrated by Barry Bart.
(Basic Social Education Series)
Evanston, 111. Row, Peterson & Company, I9 I4I.
36 pp.
Tells the story of aviation from the historical
viewpoint. Mentions Leonardo Da Vinci, the Mont-
golfier Brothers, Langley, the 'Wright Brothers,
and others. (G) (U-o)
35.
McConnell, W.R.
,
Geography of the Americas. Illustrated with global
maps.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 19U5*
UlO pp.
A textbook in global geography,, (p) (£)
36 .
,
Geography Around the Yforld. Illustrated with global maps.
Chicago: Rand i ic : . ally .& .Cbmpany, 19U5.
2UU pp.
jp.
A recent te^ook based on global concept. Takes
the pupil on a trip arouna the world, traveling
most of the time by airplane. (P) (U)
37. Meyer, Dickey (pseud). How Planes Are Made. Drawings by Jeanne Bendick..,
prepared by Aviation Research Associates.
(Young America’s Aviation Library)
New York: Harper & Brothers, I9U3 .
63 pp.
Describes the development of a plane from the time
it is first thought of until the construction of
it is completed in every detail. (C) (U-6)
38.
,
How planes Get There. Drawings by Da . Costa .,. prepared by
Aviation Research Associates > ( _oung xunerica’s Aviation Library;
New York: Harper & Brothers, 19Uu.
ok pp.
Aerial navigation explained in easy-to-understand
language. (C) (U-7)
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39. , Planes In Action. Drawings by Da Costa ... prepared by
Aviation Research' Associates. (Young America’s Aviation Library)
New York: Harper & Brothers, 19HH.
oU pp.
Descriptions of the various movements that a plane can make
and how the pilot controls these movements. (C) (U—7
)
HO. Meyer, J. S., Picture Book of Astronomy. Illustrated by Richard Floethe.
New York:ITdtEfdp,'~Te'e' & SHepard Company, 19H5*
36 pp.
Answers the questions of children concerning the sun, moon,
stars, and the earth. A picture-and-story book. (P) ( 1-3)
Hi. Mooney, James Elliot, Wings Away. Illustrated by Paul Laune.
(Our Changing World Series7~
New York: Newson & Company, 1937.
6H pp.
Gives facts of historical origin. (P) (H-6)
H2. O'Donnell, Mabel and Alice Carey, Day In and Day Out. Illustrated in
colors by Florence and Margaret~Hoopes.
~ ' ‘
(Reading Foundation Series)
Evanston, 111. : Rot/, Peterson & Company, I9HI0
156 pp.
Tells the story of a toy airplane on page 53
•
(F) (1)
H3« O’Donnell, Mabel, Happy Days. Illustrated by Florence and Margaret
Hoopes. (Reading Foundation Series)
Evanston, HI.: Raw, Peterson & Company, I9I4I.
32 pp.
Pages 22-25 are about airplanes. (P) (Pre-Prim)
HH. y Here and There. Illustrated by Florence and Margaret Hoopes.
(Reading Foundations Series)
Evanston, 111.: Row, Peterson & .Company, I9H0- 19H2.
Has a few pages about a plane. (P) (Pre-Prim)
*
H5° Parker, Bertha Morris, Air About Us. Illustrated in kodachrome by
Eric Bender. (Basic Science Education Series)
Evanston, 111. : Row, Peterson & Company, 19H1.
36 pp.
Mentions some of the toys that use air; also gives
the qualities of air. (P) (H-6)
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*U6 . Parker, Bertha Morris and Thomas Park, Animal Travels. Illustrated by
Olive Earle. (Basic Science Education Series)
Evanston, 111.: Row, Peterson & Company, 19Ul.
36 pp.
Contains a beautiful map in color of bird and animal
migration routes. (C) (U-6 )
U7. Parker, Bertha Morris, Clouds, Rain and Snow. Illustrated. Checked for
scientific accuracy’ T5y the United' Spates Weather Bureau. (Basic
Science Education Series)
Evanston, 111. : Row, Peterson & Company, 19U1.
36 pp.
Contains many excellent suggestions 3 also experi-
ments. (P) (U-6 )
*
U8 . , Insects and Their Ways. Illustrated by Elizabeth Newhall.
Checked for s'cTentTfic Hiecuracy by Alfred E. Emerson.
New York: Harper & Brothers, 19U2.
36 pp.
Food and migration habits of familiar insects. (C) (U“6 )
, Same as above. Checked for scientific acouracy by Alfred E.
Emerson. (Basic Science Education Series)
Evanston, HI. : Row, Peterson & Company, 19Ul.
36 pp.
Same annotation as the one above.
U9« , Seed and Seed Travels. Illustrated by Olive Earle.
New York; Harper & 'Brothers, 19U1.
36 pp.
Contains the names and uses of common seeds. Tells
how they are scattered. Excellent pictures in full
color. (P) (U-6 )
, Same as the above. (Basic Science Education Series)
Evanston, 111. : Row, Peterson & Company, 19Ul.
36 pp.
Same annotation as the above. (P) (U-o)
*
5>0. Petersham, Mrs. Maud (Fuller) and Miska Petersham, Story Book of
Aircraft. Illustrated.
Philadelphia : John C. Winston Company, 193h«
32 pp.
As the name implies it is a story of aircraft. (C) (3-5)
.t
$1. Phillips, Josephine E., On the Airways. Illustrated by Barry Bart.
(Basic Social Education "Series)
Evanston, 111. : Row, Peterson & Company, 1942.
36 pp.
A book on air travel. Contains photographs by the
United Airlines. Gives a pictorial graph on air
transportation. (P) (4-6)
52.
Pollock, Katherine G., Sky Ride. Illustrated by Ruth Wood} with
jacket, endpapers and planes for the title page by Perry Fuller.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944.
151 PP*
Story of the thrilling experiences which were shared
by two boys who had an airplane ride. (C) (4-6) (Fict)
#
53 .Pryor, William Clayton and Mrs. Helen Sloman Pryor, Airplane Book.
Illustrated with photographs.
New York: Karcourt, Brace & Company, 1935*
98 pp.
Bill and Martha go for an airplane ride over Washington
and visit the airport with their uncle who is an air
transport pilot. (C) (2-5)
*
54. , Dirigible Book. Illustrated with fifty full-page
photographs.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1936.
100 pp.
Bill and Ann take a real trip in a dirigible. Shows
many photographs of the Hindenburg while on her
maiden voyage to the United States. (C) (2-5)
55. Quinlan, Myrtle Banks, To and Fro. Illustrated by Constance Heffron
and Kayren Draper. (A^Pirst ‘Grade Reader)
New York: Allyn & Bacon, 1939*
iv/ 188 pp.
Gives an airplane ride and also an airplane song;
the airplane ride is on pages 1-28, the song on
page 29. (P) (1)
*
56. Rotter, G.S.
,
Jimmy Learns About Airplanes. Illustrated by Barry Bart.
New York: University Publishing Company, 1944.
47 pp.
Flight principles are portrayed in easy-to-understand
language. (C) (3-6)
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57. Sickels, Dorothy Judd, Riding the Air. Illustrated by Ben Jorj Harris.
New York: American Book Company, l|U3o
1UU pp.
Traces the story of flight from Icarus to the
present. (G) (U-6)
58. Smedley, Eva A. and Martha G. Olsen, Ted's Airplane Rides And Other
Little Stories to Read. Illustrated by Matilda Breuer.
'
(The Smedley and Olsen Series)
Chicago: Hall & McCreary Company, 1937.
bo pp.
Approximately eighteen pages are devoted to
"Ted's Airplane Ride." The rest of the book
has other short stories. (P) (A Pre-Prim)
59. Smith, Nila Banton, Round About You. (Unit-Activity Reading Series)
New York: Silver Burdett & Company, 19hO.
27 pp.
After first making friends with an airman, a boy
learns about travel by air. (P) (2)
60. Tatham, G.
,
First Flying Book. Pictures by Jeanne 3endick.
New Yorki~Trariklin Watts, Inc., 19hh»
Lj.2 pp. Boards folio,
t
Gives simplified form of a flying vocabulary. (P) (3)
61.
Tousey, Sanford, Airplane Andy. Illustrated.
Garden City, IJdubTeday, Doran & Company, Inc. ,19U2.
U3 PP.
Andy accompanies his pilot father on a trip to Washington
in a large passenger plane. Gives thrilling experiences
encountered in bringing a new Howard plane to safety
through a storm. (C) (3-5)
62.
Tunis, John R.
,
Million Lliler: the Story of an Air Pilot.
New York: Julian Wfessner, Inc., T9'I|27
253 PP.
As the name implies this is the story of an air
pilot. Gives quite a bit of information concerning
commercial flying, especially that which is con-
nected with the life of Jack Zimmerman, chief pilot
for the Trans-Continental Western Airlines. (C) (U-6)

¥ a.
63 • Washburn, Stanley, Bamboo to Bombers. Illustrated by Edward A. Wilson*
Chicago: Albert Whitman t Company, 19hi.
95 pp.
A picture-and-story book describing the development
of aircraft from the time of Leonardo da Vinci's
flying machine to the present time. (C) (3-5)
6h. Wavle, Mrs. Ardra (Soule) , Rain and Shine. Illustrated by Ruth Steed
j
with educational consultants, Raul Witty and Ethel liable Falk.
(Reading for Interest, primer 2)
Boston: D.C. Heath & Company, 19 h2.
119 PP*
Several pages about the weather, (p) (1)
65.
Whipple, Gertrude, Airplanes at Work. Illustrated with photographs by
the United States ^Forest Service," the American Airlines, Inc., and
others. (Aviation Readers)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19hU*
2U8 pp.
Stories about the various uses of planes both
during wartime and during peacetime, (p) (h.)
66. Winston, Robert A.
,
Dive Bomber. Illustrated by Walter I. Dothard.
New York: Holiday House, 'Inc., 19U5*
191 pp.
The Navy's fighting planes and how to fly them. (C) (I4-0)
*
67. Wood, Esther, Silver Widgeon. Illustrated by Theresa Kalab.
New York: Longmans, Green & Company, 19)4.2.
227
. pp.
Describes the resourcefulness of two boys. Pudge
and Peter, when the plane in which they are riding
makes a forced landing in the wilderness of Canada.
(C) (U-6)
Books for Children and Teachers
68.
Adams, James Truslow and Charles Garrett Vannest, Record of America.
Illustrated with maps, graphs, and other illustrations^
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19l|2.
xi/ 980 pp.
Gives an account of the advance in aviation on page 529.
Mentions flights of the Wrights and Lindbergh.
..
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69. Allen, Carl B. and Lauren Dwight Lyman, Vfonder Book of the Air, Re-
vised and edited by Francis Trevelyan filler, " illustrated" with
many photographs by the American Airlines, Inc,, Pan American
Airways System, and others.
Chicago: John C. Winston Company,' 19Ul#
xii/ 3I4.O pp.
Contains a chronology of famous events in the story
of flight on pages 329-336. Revised edition of I9I1I
has a new chapter on National defense to take the
place of chapters 19 and 20 in the former edition.
70. Allen, Elmer L.
,
New Model Airplanes, illustrated with many diagrams.
New York: FredbTicN~A. Stoke s'Ttompany
,
1937*
22l| pp.
*
71.
Describes in complete detail how to build and fly
model planes for use in racing. Full size working
pattern plans of some of the larger models are ob-
tainable for $.79* These are published in supplement
fora,
Arey, Charles Kenneth, The Airport, illustrated. (Air-Age Education Series)
New York: The Macmillan ’Company, 19U3«
39 pp.
Described in some detail the physical make-up
of the airport. Includes such items as hangars,
lights, etc. Good background material for teachers.
*
72,
,
Elementary School Science for the Air-Age. Illustrated with
many diagrams. "(‘Aar-Age Education ‘Series}
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19k2.
1U9 pp.
Gives excellent suggestions for activities and
experiments. Gives sections devoted to (l)"The
Atmosphere," (2) "Natural Flight,
"
(3) "Kites and
Balloons," etc. Also contains an annotated
bibliography and a list of motion picture films.
73* Barker, Eugene and Others, Story of Our Nation. Art work by Dorothy
Handsaker and others.
' ~ ““
Evanston, 111.: Row, Peterson & Company, 1933.
xxii/ U26 pp.
On pages 392-U02 it gives a brief history of
aviation, touching on thelives of Langley, the
Wright Brothers, Lindbergh and Byrd.
.V I
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7U. Barry, Mary Elizabeth and Paul Robert Hanna, yonder Flights of Long
Ago. Illustrated in black and white by LyncTWard.
New ^ork: D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 1930.
218 pp.
As the name implies it is a collection of myths
and legends. It includes, among others, the story
of Daedalus and Icarus. An adaptation of the various
stories is used instead of the original form.
75* Booth, Harold D.
,
Book of Modern Airplanes. Illustrated with blue
backgrounds.
' “ — —
Garden City, N.Y. : Garden City Publishing Company, 19U0.
26 pp.
Shows twenty-three planes of various types from the
United States, France, Great Britain and Germany.
*
76. Brier, Howard M.
,
Skycruiser. Illustrated by Hans Kreis.
New York: Random lIouse~'"Inc
• , 1939*
xiv/ 238 pp.
A story of what happened to a junior test pilot,
while he was employed by a large up-to-date airplane
factory. The story appears to be based upon real
facts. It even refers to future probable development
in the field of aviation. (Fict)
*
77* , Sky Freighter. Illustrated by Willard Rosenquist.
New York": "Random House, Inc., 19 i|2.
277 PP.
Barry Martin, hero of"Skycruiser^ is also the hero of
this book. This time he flies freight to the radium
mines of Arctic Canada and has some exciting experiences.
(Fict)
78. Brown, Willis C., Airplane Models add Aviation. Illustrated.
Boston: D.C. Heath ’£ "Company', I9'l_i2‘.
h3 pp.
Shows in detail how to construct model planes. It is
explained in easy-to-understand language.
^9« Building and Flying Model Airplanes. Illustrated.
Washington, D. C. : National Aeronautic Association, 19U1.
xx/ 2 I46 pp.
A handbook for the model builder, complete in every
detail.

a80. Byrd, Richard Evelyn, Exploring with Byrd. Episodes from an adventurous
life.. .with illustrations.'
*
New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1937*
2hl pp.
Certain portions are taken from Byrd's books
entitled, "Skyward, 11 "Discovery," and "Little
America, " and are arranged in such a manner
that his entire thrilling career is given in
chronological order and is complete in one
volume.
*-
81.
, Skyward. Illustrated.
New York : GYP . Putnam ' s Sons, 1928.
359 PP»
Exciting adventures of Byrd, including his
flight to the North Pole and across the
Atlantic as well as his plans for flying
over the South Pole.
82. Caldwell, Otis W. and Francis D. Curtis, Everyday Science. Illustrated
with numerous diagrams j with photograpEs ~by the United States
Department of the Interior, by the Pan American Airways System
and others.
Boston: Ginn & Company, 19U3*
66U pp.
Contains information concerning balloons, kites,
the weather, early attempts to fly, etc. Also
tells why an airplane rises, how an airplane is
steered, types of planes, etc.
83. Carlisle, Norman and Others, Modern Wonder Book of the Air. Illustrated.
Philadelphia: John C. Winston Tcmipajiy,’ T91I5V
300 pp.
The Story of aviation told in an interesting manner.
8U. Chamley, Mitchell Vaughn, Boys' Life of the Wright Brothers. Illustrated
New York: Harper & Brothers,
-
T928V
'
ix/ 291 pp.
Experiences in the life of the Wright Brothers
from the making and flying of their first toy
plane to the death of one of the brothers.
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85* Cleveland, Reginald M. and Frederick P. Graham, Young America's
Aviation Annual, 19U1-19U2. Illustrated with pictures.
New York: Robert M. McBride & Company, 19U1.
2p0 pp.
Some of the later developments in aviation
given in non-technical language,
86. Clifford, Harold B., America My Home. Illustrated by Hanson Booth.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1939*
320 pp.
Gives a practical use of the helicopter on
pages 296- 308.
, Canada jdy Neighbor.
New YbrT6;"ChafTes “Scribner's Sons, 19UU*
vi/ 313 PP.
Tells about the Trans-Canada Airlines and
the Canadian Pacific Airlines.
88. Collins, Francis Arnold, Boys' Book of Model Aeroplanes* Illustrated
with photographs and diagrams,
'
New York: D. Appleton-Gentury, Company, Inc., 19U1.
262 pp. (Fourth revised edition)
Tells how to build and fly model airplanes;
also gives the story of the evolution of
the flying machine.
89. Gollison, Thomas, Flying Fortress. Illustrated by photographs.
168 pp.
A history of the development of a specific
3oeing Bomber, one of the first among many
to be flown over Europe from the time its
predecessors were first planned^up to and
including the effect which research has upon
its existence at the present time.
90. Conger, Elizabeth Mallett, American Warplanes. Illustrated.
New York: Henry Holt & Woinp~hy,~Tnc.','' TThJ
•
161 pp.
Describes many different types of war planes.
Also tells something about gliders, paratroops,
and aircraft carriers.
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91. Grump, Irving, Boys' Book of Airmen* Illustrated by ten photographs.
New York: Dodd,' 'head
r
»" Company/'Inc., I9I4O.
278 pp.
Excellent account of Lindbergh's flight to Paris,
Chamberlin's flight to Germany, and Byrd's flight
to the North Pole. Describes the disaster of the
dirigible, Shenandoah. Should be excellent
background material for the teacher.
92. Grump, Irving and Norman Maul, Our Airliners. Illustrated by photo-
graphs from the American Airlines, tHeTnited Airlines, and others.
New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 19)4.0.
2U9 PP.
Gives the story of air transportation.
93. Dalgliesh, Alice, Wings Around South America. Illustrated with ex-
cellent pictures In color by' Katherine "Kilhous.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19l.il.
x/ l£8 pp.
A trip around Sc^h. America made by airplane by
the author and illustrator of this book, which
was written and illustrated enroute.
9U. Driggs, Lawrence La Tourette, Heroes of Aviation. Illustrated.
Boston: Little, Brown & Company/ T927T
xxvi/ 3I4.6 pp. (New and revised edition)
Describes the thrilling exploits of some of the
American aviators of World War I. Should be
useful in presenting biographies.
95. Dunn, Marshall and L.N. Morrisett, Wings for America. Illustrated*
Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y. : World Bobk~C'ompahy, 19U3.
xii/ 228 pp.
Emphasises the social and historical implications
of aviation.
96. Earhart, Amelia, Fun of It . Illustrated.
New York: G. P. PuTnamT! Sons, 1932.
218 pp.
An autobiography of Amelia Earhart. Gives some
of the history and the art of flying. Describes
the personifies of some of the women in aviation,
also tells what they accomplished in the field.
-.
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97* Floherty, John Joseph, Aviation from Shop to Sky. Illustrated from
ninety photographs by the author.
“
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 19lpL*
21k pp.
Describes, as the title implies, the airplane;
• from the time it is designed and built in the
factory until it is airworthy. It includes also
the making of airplane engines, etc.
'A
98. , Courage and the Glory* Illustrated with photographs by the
UnitedT’Stafes’ 17avy,” the" United States Army, and the United States
Army Air Corps.
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 19b2.
188 pp.
it
Tells the experiences of a United States Flying
Fortress and her crew on a bombing mission over
Luzon.
99* Fraser, Chelsea Curtis, Famous American Flyers. Illustrated with maps
by the author.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, I9I4I.
iYjf 380 pp. (Revised edition)
Gives biographies of the fright Brothers, Glenn
H. Curtiss, Iddie V. Rickenbacker, Richard E.
Byrd, Charles E. Lindbergh, Amelia Sarhart Putnam,
.Tiley Post, Douglas Corrigan, James Doolittle and
others. Should be valuable in the teaching of biog-
raphies,
&
100
.
, Story of Aircraft. Illustrated by many drawings; with photo-
graphs by Boeing* Aircraft Company, Lockheed Aircraft Company, and
others.
New York : Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1939.
$1% pp. (Second edition)
History of aircraft given in complete
detail, from the early attempts at flight
to the future of aviation.
101 . Freeland, George Earl, America’s Progress in Civilization. Illustrated
with maps in both black and white arid 'in 'coTor';" olTTer~Tilustrations
.
New York: Charles Scribner (s Sons, I9I4.2.
670 pp.
Gives the development of air transportation
on pages 5614-565. Shows, in pictures, on page
561)., ten years of coast-to-coast flight.
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105.
106.
107.
Gann, Ernest Kellogg, All American Aircraft. Illustrated with many
full-page photographs by American Airline s , Boeing Aircraft, and
others.
Ner/ York: Thomas Y Crowell Company, 19Hi.
vi/ 122 pp.
Shows the outstanding plane of its class and type,
giving brief descriptions of each type shown. Has
photographs of planes both in the air and on the
ground.
, Getting Them Into the Blue. Illustrated vrith many photographs
by Lockheed Aircraft' corporation, Douglas Aircraft Company, and
others.
New York: Thomas Y, Crowell Company, 19U2 .
vi/ 1U5 pp.
Contains information about the production of
airplanes 5 all the way from the blue print
stage to the testing of the plane in flight.
Shows a cross section of the earth's atmosphere
under standard conditions.
, Sky Roads. Illustrated with many excellent photographs by the
Anericari~AirTTne s , the Civil Aeronautics Authority and others.
New York: Thomas Y Crowell Company, I9I4O.
121 pp.
Gives the development of commercial aviation
since World War I. It is told in simple language
and is illustrated with excellent maps and charts.
Goode, J. Paul, Goode's School Atlas. Illustrated with colored maps.
Chicago: Rand McNally <?: Company, 19U3 .
xvi/ 286 pp. (Revised and enlarged)
As the name implies, it is a collection of maps.
These maps should assist the teacher in teaching
the facts of global geography.
Graham, Frederick, (editor), Model Plane Annual, I9I4I-I9U2. Illustrated,
New York: Robert M.McBride & Company, I9I4I.
2I48 pp.
An excellent reference book. Gives true illus-
trations and descriptions of all types of planes.
Greenhood, D.
,
Down to Earth: Happing for Everybody. Illustrated by
Ralph GraeterT
New York: Holiday House, Inc., 19UU.
262 pp.
Discusses maps from every phase of the subject
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Grimm, Dorothy Ruth Hose, Junior Aviation Science* Illustrated by
Clayton Knight and Eric Sloane.
New York: Noble & Noble, Inc., 19h2.
Ill pp.
Science of pre-flight aeronautics is
explained in a simplified manner*
Hager, Mrs. Alice (Rogers), Wings Over the Americas. Illustrated.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19hOV
xii/ 162 pp.
Excellent descriptions written from
personal observation of the air trans-
port systems in the countries of Latin
America.
, lings for the Dragon. Illustrated with maps.
New York:' TXodd, Mead & Company, Inc., 19U5.
307 pp.
Air war over Asia is described by a
veteran aviation writer.
, Wings to Wear. Illustrated.
New York:’ The Macmillan Company, 1938.
96 pp.
Describes the many jobs in aviation.
Tells about the government 'S super-
vision of aeronautics and how pilots
are trained, etc.
Hall, Charles Gilbert, Skyways . Illustrated.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1938.
lip- pp.
History of flight, from Icarus to the
present; including the experiments of
Leonardo da Vinci, the Wright Brothers
and their plane, the flight of Lind-
bergh to Paris, etc. It even includes
the latest developments in the field
of aviation*
Hamilton, Edwin Timothy, Complete Model Aircraft Manual. Illustrated
by G.R. Taylor; with photographs by Ralph Sommer; with plans for
an aviation dictionary by the author and by Frank Monaghan.
New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc., 1938 .
(New and revised edition)
5b9 pp.
Excellent reference book on model building.
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11U. Harkins, Philip, Bomber Pilot, Illustrated.
New York: Harcourt, Brace '& Company'-, 19UU.
iii/ 229 pp.
An interesting and dramatic story of a
"Flying Fortressapilot, his fellow cadets,
and their missions over Europe. It is
also the story of a large number of
American boys who learned to fly while
at camp. It describes how a flier feels
while he is in a plane, etc. This book
should be interesting to a bright sixth
grade pupil, especially a boy, (Fict)
#
115.
Harney, Laura B,, Skycraft Book, Illustrated,
Boston: D.G. Heath <?c~Cbmp'ahy, 1932*
338 pp.
Describes in detail the early history of
aviation; also includes air traffic rules,
model plane directions, how to earn a pilot’s
license, etc. Excellent material for teacher’s
background or a good reference book for a
sixth grade.
•3C-
116.
Harrison, R.E.
,
Look at the World. Illustrated. Text was written
by the editoFs ~oi.J Fortune^ Magazine.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., I9I4IU
60 pp.
The Famous Fortune maps of the world
are bound together in one volume. Shou\<i
be excellent for teaching global concepts.
*
117.
Hodgins, Eric and Frederick Alexander IJagoun, Sky High . Illustrated
from old prints and modern photographs.
Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1935o
xxi/ I4IJ4. pp. (Revised edition)
Covers the story of aviation from about
1770 until 1935.
sc-
llS. Hunt, Leslie L.
,
25 Kites that Fly . Illustrated with photographs and
diagrams.
3 ston University
School of Education
Library
New York: Bruce Publishing Company, 1929*
110 pp.
Gives constructional details for flying
kites of all kinds. Should be especially
useful to the elementary and junior high
school student or as a handbook for the
teacher.
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119. Johnson, Robert Nlliot, Flight Seven . Illustrated.
New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc,, 19b0.
viii/ 2l|2 pp.
The story of two boys who decided to obtain
positions in the aviation industry, one
training for a mechanic and the other for a
pilot. .Contains a table of aeronautical oc-
cupations. Should be helpful for the guidance
teacher. (Fict)
120. Johnston, Samuel Paul, Flying Fleets. Illustrated.
New York: Duell, Sloane & Pearce, I9I4I.
xi/ 188 pp.
"A graphic history of the United States naval
aviation.
"
121. , Flying Squadrons. Illustrated.
New Yorks Duell, Sloane & Pearce, 19b2.
xii/ 23b PP*
"A graphic history of the United States Army
Air Forces. 11
122. , Horizons Unlimited. Illustrated.
New York: Duell, Sloane & Pearce, 19bl.
35b PP.
"A graphic history of aviation with clear
text and excellent illustrations for young
people."
123. Jordan, Nina, Home Toy Shop. Illustrations and diagrams by the author.
New York: Ilarc ourtT,~"Braee & Company, 1937.
233 pp.
Describes simple toys and how to make them
from easily obtainable materials such as
discarded inner tubes, spools, and card-
board boxes.
12b. Keliher, Alice V.
,
Air Workers Today. Illustrated.
(Picture-Fact Books)" '
New York: Harper & brothers, 19b2.
56 pp. (Revised edition)
A completely revised edition of'Air
Workers," a book written by the same
author in 1939. The revised edition
contains new material about air workers
in the military field. It also contains
information concerning the work of the
ground crew, the Civil Air services of
_____
the United States government, etc.
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125. Kinert, Reed Charles, America's Fighting Planes 0 Colored illustrations
by the author.
New York: The Macmillan Company, l9hU»
lU2 pp. (A reprint from the 19h3 edition)
Shows all American military planes that
were in action in May 19U3« Many of the
planes are in full color, excellent
pictures.
126. La Berge, Armand 1., Boats, Airplanes and Kites. Illustrated with
full-page plates of working diagrams o'f^pTanes.
Peoria, 111: Manual Arts Press, 193 5o
132 pp.
Complete detailed description of building
model boats, planes, and kites; including .
lists of materials required and procedures
for building six model boats, seven model
planes, and five kites.
127* Langewiesche, Brandt, and Ernst Wolfgang, Stick and Rudder , Illustrated
by Jo Kotula; with a special appendix oh the dangers of the air by
Leighton.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19UU«
vi/ 389 PP*
"An explanation of the art of flying."
*
128. Law, Bernard A., Fighting Planes of the World. Illustrated by Barry
Bart with colored photographs
.
(New and revised edition)
New York : Random House, Inc., 19h2.
72 ppo
Short descriptions of the modern fighting planes
accompanied by colored photographs of the majority
of the planes and many full-page colored drawings
of fighting planes in action.
*
129. Leeming, Joseph, Models Any Boy Can Build. Illustrated.
r York: D. AppTeWn-^Centuly Company, 1939-
205 pp.
Directions for making wooden models of airplanes,
boats, bridges, and locomotives. Should make an
excellent handbook for an industrial arts teacher.
Gould be used to advantage by a bright sixth
grader.

S *h
*
130. Lent, Henry B., Air Patrol. Illustrated with official United States
Coast Guard photograph's.
New York: The Macmillan .Company, 19b2«
170 pp.
Story of Jim Brewster, a graduate of the
coast guard academy at New London. Just
before Pearl Harbor Jim is an ensign
studying parachuting, navigation, and the
other branches . He is also taking test
flights. After Pearl Harbor the routine
is quickened and Jim receives the Dis-
tinguished Flying Cross for proving him-
self more than equal to his position in
a certain situation.
'a
131. , Aviation Cadet: Dick Hilton Wins His Wings at Pensacola. Illus-
trated with official’ United, states Wavy photographs.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19U1.
175 PP.
"A description of the training that Dick
Hilton received between the day he applied j,
for training at Floyd Bennett field and
the one when he received his commission."
132. Leyson, Burr //atkins, Aeronautical Occupations. Illustrated.
(New revised edition)
New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc.,19Ul«
187 pp.
"A thorough revision of a book first pub-
lished in 1938 and entered in the main
catalogue with several new chapters replacing
or bringing up—to^-date those in the former
edition.
"
133* , American Wings. Illustrated with official United States Army
and Navy photograph's.
New York; E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc., 1938.
21U pp.
Describes the training of naval aviators.
Also mentions the dangers of selecting
aviation as a life work.
Ji-
ll U. Lindbergh, Mrs. Anne Spencer (Morrow), North To the Orient. Illustrated
with maps by Charles A. Lindbergh.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1935.
255 pp.
Describes famous flight to the Orient by
the Great Circle Route. Gives in detail
the preparation for the journey, the dif-
- flculty in lea-rn-ing tn he a radio operator, etc.
,4
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135.
Lindbergh, Charles Augustus, We. Illustrated.
New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1927.
317 pp.
Autobiography of Charles A. Lindbergh.
Also includes the author's views on the
future of aviation.
136. Litten, Frederic Nelson, Air Trails North.
New York: Dodd, Mead A ’Company, 'me. , 1939.
viii/ 236 pp.
"An aviation story in which a fabulous treasure
is discovered." (Fict)
137. , Transatlantic Pilot.
New York: Dodd,"'Lead &'lTompany, Inc., 19U0.
viii/ 307 pp.
A" Johnny Caruthers" story. This time Johnny,
a pilot is expected to build up a flight
personnell, to test planes that are equipped
with oxygen for use in the substratosphere,
and to inspect various air trails above
uncharted oceans.
138. Lloyd, Trevor, Sky Highways. Illustrated by Armstrong Sperry.
Boston: Houghton, YUfflin Company, 19U5*
61 pp.
"This airplane trip from Washington, D.C.
to Chungking and back describes how air
routes are selected, maps are plotted^and
passengers prepare for the flight. Twenty-
one countries are viewed from the air."
139.
Mackaye, Loring, The Twenty-Fifth Mission. Decorations by Henry C.
Pitz.
' ~~
New York: Longmans, Green & Company, Inc., 19U5.
viii/ 2l!| pp.
Story of a bomber crew, the Goose Greasers,
who are forced to take to their parachutes
as they are returning from their target.
(Fict)
ILO. MacNeil, M. G.
,
Between Earth and Sky. Pictures by Nils Hogner.
New York: OsrorTTTniver'sity Press, 19UU.
6U pp*
"Well illustrated simple account of weather,
atmospheric pressure, and air currents."
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lUl. Mason, Frank W. , Pilots, Man Your Planes] Illustrated by Frank
Beaudouin; with a fr"ontTspiec e" in color.
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 191+U.
213 pp.
Story of the exciting experiences of men of
the Army Air Force on far away Pacific and
Mediterranean outposts. (Fict)
ll+2. McClintock, Marshal, Airplanes and How They Fly. • . with drawings
by Arthur Silz
.
~
Philadelphia: J.3. Lippincott Company, 191+3
•
99 pp.
Explains in easy-to-understand language why
and how a plane flies. Gives a brief history
of man’s flight; also the chief types of
planes, their engines, instruments and equip-
ment.
1U3« Miller, Charles M. , Kitecraft and Kite Tournaments . Illustrated with
diagrams and pictures.
i anual ArtsJ'
r
191u.
ll+U PP.
Should be of value to a kite builder.
114+. Miller, Harold Blaine and J. Dupont Miller, Bob Wakefield’ s Flight
Log. (Dodd Mead Career books)
Hew York: Dod£ Mead & Company, Inc., 19++0.
xv/ 2l+0 pp.
"Tells of Bob Wakefield’s experiences on
the Pacific coast, in Alaska and on the
Pacific." (Fict)
ll+5«
,
Bob Wakefield: Kaval Aviator. (Dodd Mead Career books)
Hew York : boa’ 17 ~~ 9t Company, ' Tnc • , 1936.
285 pp.
"A good aviation story for older boys by
a Lieutenant Commander in the United States
Navy, which tells the requirements, training and
and functions of^naval aviator."
11+6.
,
Bob 'Wakefield: Naval Inspector. (Dodd Mead Career books)
New York: D'odd,
,
1937.
viii/ 263 pp.
Mentions some of the experiences of a designer
and a builder and the part which they play in
the field of aviation.
"Continues Bob Wakedield’s story as an aviator
on active duty."
i
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1U7. Miller, Norman M. , I Took the Sky xload. Illustrated with official
United States Navy photographs.
New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc., 19h$»
xii/ 212 pp.
"The incredible exploits of the famed
Liberator Squadron VB-I09 in the South
Pacific, related by their leader, who
earned the title, ’One man Air Force.'"
1U8. Munday, A. H. , Captains of the Sky. Illustrated.
(YTay of Life” Senes}*
Evanston, 111: Rovr, Peterson & Company, 19142.
6U pp.
Describes the experiences of a military
aviator.
*
11*9. Neville, Leslie E. (editor). Aviation Dictionary for Boys and Girls.
Pictures by Gregorio Prestopindj v^i'th*~^ppTenehts on’ parts" ~o£~
"
planes, plane silhouettes, etc.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
, 19UU*
192 pp.
Contains excellent sketches and diagrams. In
addition to a detailed explanation of various
aviation terms this book includes a chronology
of important events in the history of aviation.
15>0. Nordhoff, Charles Bernard and James Norman Hall, Falcons of France.
Illustrations by A. Vimnera.
Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1929*
xiv/ 332 pp.
A story based on facts taken from' real life
at the time of World War I.
151. Packard, Leonard Oscar Overton and 3. Wood, Our Air Age World. Illus'
trated with maps. '
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19U4»
ix/ 838 pp.
A textbook in global geography.
1^2. Page, Victor W.
,
A, B, C of Aviation. Illustrated with two hundred
eighty-five specially made* ’’!ra/nngs and photographs.
New York: The Norman W. Henley Publishing Company, 19U3<>
xxiii/ 598 pp. (Revised edition)
A guide to modern aircraft written in easily v ...
understood language. Describes all the latest
engine developments.
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Parker, Bertha Morris, Ask the leather Man . Illustrated -with maps.
(Basic Science Education Series)
Evanston, 111: Row, Peterson & Company, 19lfU
36 pp.
Written for Junior High School but should
be easily understood by an average sixth
grade class. Explains weather forecasts,
instruments, and maps.
, Gravity, Colored illustrations by Florence McAnelly.
(Bas icYSc'ierice Education Series)
Evanston, 111: Row, Peterson & Company, 19h2o
35 PP.
Written for Junior High School but the
excellent illustrations could be used
at almost any grade level. Should be
useful at an intermediate grade level.
, Our Ocean of Air. Illustrated.
(Basic Science "Education Series)
Evanston, 111: Row, Peterson & Company, 19lil.
36 pp.
"Air pressure and its applications."
Should be useful in the intermediate
grades.
, Ways of the Weather. Illustrated,
(Basic Science Education Series)
Evanston, 111: Row, Peterson & Company, I9 I4I.
36 pp.
"Pressure, winds, and precipitation
simply presented."
Should be useful in the intermediate
grades although it is written for the
Junior High School.
Parts of Planes
.
Illustrated by T.F.Lube.
'(Young America's Aviation Library)
New York: Harper & Brothers, 19U3*
6U pp.
Explains in detail, in an easy-to-
understand language, the different
types of engines and how they work.
Also explains the use of the pro-
peller and the various instruments
found around the control panel.
..
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158. Patch, Edith Marion, and H. 3. Howe, .York of Scientists. Illustrated
with drawings by E.O. Ea.die, R. B . fforsfalT, ancHA. j . Iorio.
(Nature and Science Read.ers, Volume 6.)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1935*
U88 pp.
The different chapters were originally
written by various scientists in their
own field. Dr. Patch and Dr. Howe re-
wrote the entire book in such a way
that it now presents the knowledge of
these scientists in a more unified way.
1J?9. Peckham, Mrs. Betty (Clock), Sky Hostess. Illustrated.
New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, T9i|IV
8U pp*
Story of the work of an airline stew-
ardess told in an interesting manner.
160.
,
Women in Aviation. Illustrated with photographs.
New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 19U5>.
x/ 161; pp.
Gives biographical sketches of some
of the better known women in the
field of aviation, their career, etc.
161* Planck, Charles E*, Women With Wings. Illustrated with plates.
New York: Harper S Brothers, I9H2
.
333 pp*
Contributions of women to aviation
from the early feminine fliers to
those of the present time.
162. Powell, James D., Junior Model Planes. Designed and illustrated by
the author; edited by Edward Clarke.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 19U3*
96 pp. (boards)
Should be useful for the beginner
modeler as the planes shown are
very easy to understand.
*-
163* Ray, Jim, Story of American Aviation. Illustrated by the author with
more tnan one Hundred fifty~ekreTlent illustrations in black and
white and in full color.
Philadelphia: John C. Yfinston Company, 19U6.
loA pp.
Story of how the airplane grew and the
part it has played in war and in the
peacetime history of the United States.
..
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l6i|« Rifkin, Lillian, When I Grow Up I’ll Be a Flyer, Illustrated with
photographs.
New York: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Company, 19U2.
UO pp.
Vocational information concerning army,
navy and civilian pilots. Book is
printed in large type and simple
language
,
lo£. Rigby, Wallis, Easy-To-3uild Models of Fighting Planes, (Model Books Series)
Garden City,
. Y , : harden "City Fublishing“7Tompany,' Inc,, 19U2,
27 pp.
Contains die cut parts for making sixteen-
scale models including ten flying types,
166, Rogers, Agnes, Flight, Illustrated with numerous pictures.
New York: Harper~& Brothers, 1935.
96 pp.
Describes many phases of modern air
travel. Also includes the history
and development of aviation,
167, Shenton, E.
,
Couriers of the Clouds, Illustrated by the author,
Philadelphia: Macrae-Smith Company, 1937.
221 pp, (Revised and enlarged edition)
Air mail service, yesterday, today and
tomorrow. Also describes the life of an
air mail pilot,
168, , New Alphabet of Aviation, Illustrated by the author,
Philadelphia:' Liacrae-Smlth Company, I9I4I,
6k pp, (Revised)
’’Replaces ’Alphabet of Aviation' text by Paul
Jones, drawings by E. Shenton, published in
1928 .
The letters of the alphabet are represented
by brief information on airplanes and aviation.
The book contains pictures in two colors on
every page, ’
”
169, , On Wings of Freedom, Illustrated by the author,
Philadelphia : TIacrae-Smith Company, I9I4.2,
6b pp.
"Outstanding achievements of American aviators
during first year of World War II; Lieutenants
Taylor and Welch at Pearl Harbor; marine pilots
at Wake Island; Captain Colin Kelly’s flight;
the Flying Tigers,"
..
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170. Sikorsky, Igor Ivan, Story of the Winged-S . Illustrated by the author
with many photograph’s".'
”
New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc., 19Ul.
xi/ 275 PP» (New edition)
An autobiography. Includes new material on
the latest development of the helicopter.
171. Studley, Barrett, Learning to Fly for the Navy.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 193 1.
~
XS7
Detailed story of how ensign James Carter
Brent and his Annapolis classmates won
their wings in the Navy's school at Pen-
sacola, Florida.
172. Teale, Edwin Way, Book of Gliders. Illustrated profusely with photo-
graphs and diagrams.
New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc., 1939*
379 PP.
Describes in detail how to build a primary
glider. Gives a little of the history of
gliders their construction and operation.
Also tells of famous pilots and reasons for
their fame. Contains a glossary of glider
terms.
173* Walker, John Byrnes, War in the Air. Illustrated by Barry 3art.
New York: Random Rouse, Inc.
,
T9UL
.
7k pp.
Describes and illustrates all types of fighting
planes in action.
17U. Webster, Hanson Hart, Travel by Air, Land, and Sea. Illustrated.
(Social Studies Series) "
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1938.
U37 pp. (Reprinted)
'^irst published in 1933* The 1938 edition
has its bibliographies enlarged and a
four page section on 1 That to do* added."
Gives the history of travel from pioneer
days to the present. Should be useful as
a reference book, especially in the An-
temediate grades.
175.
* il°
r^ ,s Messengers. Illustrated. (Social Studies Series)
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1938 .
33U pp. (Reprinted)
Methods of communication described
and illustrated.
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176. White, percival and Mat, Gliding and Soaring. Illustrated with many
photographs and diagrams*
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1931*
23U pp.
History of motorless flight. Contains
directions for model gliders. Discusses
the construction of the different types
of gliders.
177. Williams, H.L. , Keep ’Em Flying. (Way of Life Series)
Evanston, IlT. 7 Row, Peterson & Company, 19U2,
6U pp.
Describes the life of an aviation
mechanic.
178. Willis, Paul Peter, Your Future Is in the Air. Illustrated with many
graphs, posters and other illustrations.
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19U2.
x/ 171 pp.
Story of how people are made travel-
conscious by a certain American airline,
179. Winston, Robert Alexander, Aircraft Carrier. Illustrated with official
United States Navy photograph's.’
New York: Harper & Brothers, 19U2.
88 pp.
Gives the development of the aircraft
carrier from the early days of the
carrier until the United States entered
World War II. Describes the use of these
carriers during the early days of the war.
180. Winter, William J., Model Aircraft Handbook. Illustrated by Paul
Plecan and H.A. T-ios.
~
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 19U1.
xii/ 292 pp.
Complete manual for the model plane
builder,
181. , War Planes of All Nations. Illustrated -with diagrams and
photographs.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, I9k3*
xii/ I4I8 pp.
Gives diagrams and photographs of both
enemy and allied planes.
9
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182. Wylie 3 C.C., Our Starland. Illustrated.
Chicago: Lyons' & Carnahan, 19U2.
378 pp.
A simple guide to the study of the
heavens.
183. Wylam, William, Scale Models. Illustrated with drawings of model
engines.
New York: Air Age Inc., 19U3*
63 PP*
Detailed three-view plans of a number
of United States and foreign planes.
18U* Zin, Herbert Spencer, Parachutes. Illustrated with drawings by James
MacDonald and with photographs
•
New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, Inc. , 19U2.
xii/ 2^2 pp.
Construction of parachutes; their use
both in war and in peace. Science of
parachutting.
Books For Teachers
185* Aymar, Gordon Christian, Bird Flight. Illustrated with photographs
of flying birds.
Garden City, N.Y. : Garden City Publishing Company, 1938.
2314 pp.
Discusses why and how birds fly.
Contains a bibliography.
186, Baer, Marian S.
,
Bain or Shine. Illustrated by Hiram Hurd.
New York: Farrar l-_ Rinehart, Inc., 19HO.
292 pp.
A simple account of the weather told
in an interesting manner.
187 . Barringer, Lewin Bennitt, Flight Without Power. Illustrated.
New York: Pitman Publishing Company, 19142.
221 pp, (Revised edition)
An instructors manual on gliding and
soaring. Covers development, construction,
aerodynamics, instruction, soaring meteor-
ology and technique. Should be useful to
the advanced glider student.
* *
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188. Bartlett, Hall, Social Studies for the Air Age. Illustrated with
photographs by Ban American Airways, United Air Lines and others.
(Air-Age Education Series)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19b2,
viii/ 169 pp*
Contains excellent background material
for a teacher of the social studies
# who wishes to teach a unit on aviation.
189. Bauer, Hubert A*, C-lobes, Maps, and Skyways. Illustrations.
(Air-Age Educ aiTo'iTITerl'es^
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19b3*
75 PP.
Describes the use of maps and globes
in relation to the Air Age. Suitable
for a teacher’s guide.
190. Baughman, Harold Eugene, Baughman’s Aviation Dictionary and Reference
Guide
.
Illustrated.
Glendale, Cal: Aero Publishers, I9L2.
906 pp. (Second edition.)
As the name implies, the book is an
excellent reference guide.
191* Black, Archibald, Story of Flying.
New York: MeGraw-THIl Book Company, Inc., I9I4O.
267 pp.
Narrative history of the development of
flight by man from the early legendary
flights to the modern stratoliner.
*
192. Bridgman, Leonard (editor and compiler), Jane's All the World’s
Aircraft, 19U2* Profusely illustrated*
’ ' ~ ~
New' York: The”Macmillan Company, 19b3*
6U0 pp.
Book covers the history and technical
progress of aviation in 191+2, not only
in the United States but also through-
out the world.
&
193* Craig, Gerald S.
,
Science for the Elementary School Teacher. Illus-
tvarte?l with maps.
Oostoru Ginn E 'Company, 19b0.
551 PP*
Should furnish excellent material
concerning air and weather, seed
dispersal, protective coloration,
and adaptation.
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19U. Effects of Flight. Illustrated. Published under the supervision of
'the' Training* Division, Bureau of Aeronautics, United States Navy.
(Flight Preparation Training Series)
Nevr York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19U3.
126 pp.
Physical as well as the mental aspects of
flight.
195.
196 .
Encyclopaedia Britannica, lUth. edition, A&i*d»S o«^SiicdLs or^,
vt >0 « <- vi . o\ Kov
TV\<i"rv
Finch, Robert James, World’s Airways. Illustrated with maps.
Toronto: Oxford University Press, 19Ul.
22 I4 pp.
Describes the extent of operation of in-
ternational airlines in various parts of
the world before the beginning of World
War II. Should prove invaluable as back-
ground material for the teacher.
197. Finch, Vernor C. and Glenn T. Trewartha, Elements of Geography.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc ,J~T9'3b*
782 pp.
The weather is discussed in Part I.
in a rather interesting manner.
198. Finch, Vernor C. and others, Earth and its Resources.
New York: McGraw-Hill Boole Ijompany
,
~Tjic
.
,~T9l|I.
63U pp.
Written for seniors in high school.
Should make good background material
for the teacher of aviation units.
Weather and the atmosphere are dis-
cussed in the first five chapters
of the book.
199* Grant, Charles Kampson, Model Airplane Design & Theory of Flight,
Illustrated.
New York: Air Age, Inc., 19U1.
xiii/ 512 pp.
A reference book for the advanced
builder. Discusses the aerodynamics
and the design of flying model air-
craft. Also contains fundamental
rules, formulas, and graphs.
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200. Grow, Malcolm G. and Harry G. Armstrong, Fit to Fly . Illustrated,
New York: D. Appleton-Century Company7~Inc. , T
'
xxii/ 387 pp*
A medical handbook for fliers.
Should furnish interesting
material for a teacher’s back-
ground.
201. Hankins, G.G.
,
Our Global World. Illustrated with maps.
New York: Gregg~Fubl1shing Company, 19UU«
89 pp.
A brief geography for the Air Age.
202. Hylander, Clarence John, Cruisers of the Air. Illustrated with many
photographs and with drawings and diagrams by the author.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1931*
xxiv/ 308 pp.
Story of Lighter-than-air Craft
5
from the days of Roger Eacon to
the making of the ZRS-U*
203. Jones, Isaac H.
,
Flying Vistas . Illustrated.
Philadelphia: J.B.Lippincott Company, 1937*
252 pp.
How the human being appears to the flight
surgeon.
20Li. Jordanoff, Assen, Through the Overoast. Illustrated by Frank L.
Carlson and Frederick L. Meagher.
New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company, 19i-il*
xii/ 35>6 pp. (Sixth edition)
How to fly by means of instruments.
205. Leyson, Burr Watkins, Wings for Offense. Illustrated with photographs.
New York: S.P. Dutton & Company,* 'Inc.
, 19h2.
218 pp. (Revised edition)
A completely revised edition of
"Wings of Defense."
*
206. Our Flying Navy. Illustrated with eighty full-color reproductions
from paincings by Howard Baer, Adolph Dehn and five other
American artists.
New York: The Macmillan Comoany, I9UI4..
97 p.p.
Short history of all phases of naval
aviation in World War II. Every phase
from pre-flight to combat is covered.
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207. Pope, Francis and Arthur S. Otis, Elements of Aerodynamics . Illustrate ,.
Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y. : World Book Company,
660 pp.
An excellent introduction to the course
of study in aeronautics. Contains various
aids for teachers and plenty of practice
material. Written for high school students
hut should prove yrorthy of a place in the
teacher’s aviation library.
*-
208. Renner, George Thomas, Human Geography in the Air Age. Illustrated
with maps. (Air-Age Education Series)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19U2.
xiii/ 238 pp.
Written as a text for high school students
but is suggested for teacher background.
209. Science of Pre-Flight Aeronautics. Illustrated. (Air-Age Education
“Series)
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19UU*
xix/ 868 pp. (Revised edition)
Written as a text for high school students
but is suggested for teacher background.
210. Seversky, Alexander P. de. Victory Through Air Power.
New York: Simon & Schuster,' Inc., T9U2Y
35U pp.
Emphasizes the importance of the airplane
in winning a total victory.
211. Smith, Henry L.
,
Airways.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf
,
Inc., 19i;2.
U30 pp.
Commercial aviation in the United States
from its early days to the present time.
212. Van Zandt, and J. Parker, Civil Aviation and Peace.
Washington, D.C. : BrooEngs' "Institution, 19I4.I4V
157 pp.
As the name implies the book deals
with civil aviation. An appendix
contains documents relating to air
disarmament as well as notes on
civil aviation.
..
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213. Vetter, Ernest G. , Let's Fly: An A.B.C. of Flying. Illustrated, with
drawings by Eric' Sloane .
"
New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc,, 19h0.
116 pp.
Instructions for flying given in an
easy-to-understand manner. Excellent
drawings which might be used in any
of the grades.
2lU«*
,
Visibility Unlimited. Illustrated by the author and by
Earle~TT. Wenner.
New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc., 19U2.
xviii/ 3 32 pp.
An introduction to the science of
weather and the art of practical
flying.
213. Wooton, Frank A., How to Draw Planes. Illustrated by the author.
New York: Studio Publications
,
I9I4I.
oU pp.
Shows how to draw planes in perspective,
using light and shade. Also gives a
study in cloud composition.
216. Youth in Aviation, Illustrated with photographs and drawings.
~
"Hew York:~LT "Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 19U1.
265 pp.
An Air Youth manual for leaders.
Shows how to organize aviation
groups as well as to plan pro-
grams.
217. Zim, Herbert S., Air Navigation, Illustrated with drawings by James
MacDonald and with photographs.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, Inc., 19U3o
x/ 32h pp.
Discusses the science of air
navigation in an understandable
manner to the average reader.
218.
, Man in the Air,
New York: Harcourt,' Brace & Company, Inc., 19h3.
322 pp.
Discusses the- physiology of flight,
including the effects of high alti-
tudes and sudden changes.
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PERIODICALS
&
Educational Journal Articles
219* Adams, E.W.
,
"Planning and Developing a Unit on Aviation," bibliog.,
Elementary School Journal
, b6:21b-22, December, 19b5o
220. Aiken, M.L„, "Air-Age Education in the Elementary Schools," National
Association of Secondary School Principal's Bulletin, 28796-IOT,'
December, 19bb**
’
221, Aiken, M.L.
,
"State Plan of Aviation Education," il.. National Asso-
ciation of Secondary School Principal's Bulletin, 28 :'9b-i^9,
December^ I9 ,l 8.
’
222, "Air-Age Education Is Attracting Millions," School Management, l£ slll-
12, October, 19b5*
223. Arnold, M. 7/.
,
"Role of Air Transportation in the Future," School Science
and Mathematics, Lpslhl-S, February, 19b6.
22b. "Aviation Education in the Elementary Schools," National Association
of Secondary School Principal's Bulletin, 28V80-Y,December
,
l9bb"«
22 ~>, "Aviation Education in 19b American School Board Journal, 111:51,
December, 19b5o
226. "Bibliography of Aviation Education," National Association of Secondary
School Principal's Bulletin
,
28:209-23, December, 1'9'bb*
227. Billig, F. G. , "Science in the Elementary School and the Air-Age,"
Science Education
,
28:lb2-5* April, 19bb«
228. Botts, Adelbert K*, "Up in the Air," Journal of Geography, b5:23-9j
January, 19b6«
229* Boudreau, A.S.
,
"Techniques As Aid To Utilization of Aircraft Equip-
ment Donations," Education for Victory, 3:13“lbj December, 20, 19bb*
230. "Career Castles in the Sky:Post-.7ar Jobs in Aviation Occupations,"
Occupations
, 2b: 306-7, February, 19b6#
231. Cassidy, James E#, "Airships, Leviathans of the Skies," Science Educa-
tion, 29:201-5, October, 19b5»
232. "Channels of Opportunity: deHavilland Training Scheme," il. Times
Educational Supplement
,
1587 :b59* September, 29, 19b5«
233. "Contribution of the Library," Education, 6b:ol9-23, June, 19bb*
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MISCELLANEOUS FREE AMD INEXPENSIVE EDUCATIOI ;AL MATERIALS
The author of this manuscript has made no attempt to grade thess free
and inexpensive materials as many of them are suitable for use in several
different grades, this being particularly time of some of the maps, charts,
and pictures which are available from the various sources. Then to, part of
this material is far too difficult for the use of elementary grade pupils
and should be reserved for the use of the teacher in building up her back-
ground of information.
All materials marked (T) are suggested for the use of teachers only
while the others should be useful in one or more of the elementary grades.
AERONAUTICS
(T)
337. Aerodynamics .
Mew York: Boy Scouts of America, 19U2. $. 25"
(T)
338. Aeronautics. (Formerly Aviation)
Mew York: Boy Scouts of America, 19U2, .25
(T)
339* Airplane Design.
Mew York: Uoy Scouts of America, I9I4.2. 25
3U0. .J-rplane Structure .
Mew York: Boy Scouts of America, 19U2. .15
All of the above pamphlets meet the Air
Scout training re<^ui^e
3Ul» Air Scout Manual
.
Mew York: yoy Scouts of America, I9I4.2# SO
Excellent handbook used by Air Scouts.
Covers the same subject matter as the
first four pamphlets mentioned above.
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AERONAUTICAL OCCUPATIONS
(T)
3l].2. Air Transportation Jobs and You.
Chicago : United'~dr TTIne s
,
Inc • , n. d.
Guidance booklet citing various
opportunities in the airlines,
(T)
343* Hinkel, Ralph E. and Leo Baron
An Educational Guide in Air Transportation.
Kansas City: Brorvm-’fhite-Lowe11 Press, lyl+U
Describes various positions in the
field of aviation,
(T),,
344, Opportunities For Youth in Air Transportation,
'Hew York":' American 'Airlines Tystem/ n,rl,
A booklet describing the work of
an airline. Good background ma-
terial for the teacher,
(T)
3b$» Roan, C.M.
Wings on the Air.
New York:' Bernard Ackerman, n.d.
Travel by an airliner. Also gives
opportunities in the field of
aviation,
( T)
3U6. Your Future in the Age of Flight.
Chicago: United Air Lines,' Inc
• ,
n.d,
A leaflet on the social and
scientific significance of
the present Air Age. Written
for the use of high school
students but is suggested for
teacher’s background material.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, REFERENCE LISTS, ETC.
(T)
3U7 • Aids To Teaching For Education For the Air Age,
New York: Air-Age Education Research, 1. 1 A
.
A catalogue which lists new free
and inexpensive teachino materials.
Free
$.75
.25
1.00
%
Free
Free
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(T)
(?)
3U8. A Directory of Source Materials on Air Transportation.
Chicago: School and College Service.
“ ~
United Air Lines, Inc., 19U5>*
Educational materials from the airlines
and from other sources are listed.
3H9. A 'working Bibliography of Aviation for Elementary Schools,
Chicago: 'School arid College Service,
United Air' Lines, Inc., I9b$»
Free
CHARTS AND MAPS
3^0. Air-Age picture Charts.
New York: Air-Age Education Research, I9 I46 . ^ .10 each
or
Set of six 22§ ,,x 35" charts, 6 for .£0
printed in three colors.
35>1» Air Map .
sw York: Air-Age Education Research, 19k6. Free
North Pole-centered projection. Shows
names of important places but no con-
tinental outlines.
Pupil map size is 91?" •
Teacher map size is 15".
35>2. Air Yforld Hap ,
New York: Air-Age Education Research, l9Uo. Free
United Statas-centered projection. jlr
distances from the United States in-
dicated by planes 25>0 miles apart. Con-
tains 36 colored sketches.
Size is 22»x 3U"»
353* Air Youth Charts.
‘Washington, D. C. : Air Youth Division,
National Aeronautic Association, n.d. ,10
Number L. shows parts of a plane.
35>U» Full-Color Prints.
Mew York: Air-Age Education Research,
Airliners in flight and other scenes.
Small size is 10"x liii".
Large size is I8"x 26^M .
.10 each
or
3 for .25
(small)
,29 each
or
3 for ,30
19U6
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355 o Identification Chart II.
Washington, D.C. : Air Youth Division,
National Aeronautic Association,
Military aircraft silhouettes of the
United States and other countries.
356. Identification Chart in.
Washington, D.C.: Air Youth Division,
National Aeronautic Association,
Other silhouettes of military air-
craft.
357. Improved Coast-To-Coast Transportation Chart.
Chicago: School ahcT 'College "Servicej
United Air Lines, Inc., n.d.
Shown on plain white paper. in one size.
Size 8f"x ll|".
358* McGlone, E.D.
Bridging the Pacific in Hours.
Chicago: School and College Service
,
United Air Lines, Inc., n.d.
A United Air Lines official photograph,
done in kodachrome.
359 • Nomenclature Chart I.
" Washington, D. C. :' Air Youth Division,
National Aeronautic Association.
Outline drawing of a plane with the
most important parts numbered and
identified.
360. Official Guide of the Airways Airline Map,
""CTTicago: Official Guide 01 the "Airways
.
Airline route map printed in
six colors.
Size J4.0 ,,x28».
361, Piper Cub Brochure.
Lockhave'n, Pa.: Piper Aircraft Corporation, 19h6.
Beautiful, full-color airplane il- 3
lustrations, suitable for framing.
n. d*$.i >
n.d. ,15
Free
Free
.10
n.d.
1.00
.10 each
or
for ,25
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3o2. Present and Proposed Routes, Pan American World Airways.
New York: Tan American worlcT Airways, "n.d.
An oblique azimuthal equidistant projection
centered on New York City, It shows the true
relationship of New York City to the rest of
the world.
363 . United States Air TransportMap* *
New York': Air-Age Education Research, I9U0 .
Map of the principle air routes, printed
in four colors. Size is 31"x 23".
36 I4.. World Air Routes.
New York: Air-Age Education Resea.rch, 19U6.
Wall map printed in five colors. "Airline
Time Distance Ghart"and a" Chronological
History of Aviation" is included.
Size is l_iO"x I4.8".
365. World Around South America.
New York: Air-Age Education Research
An azimuthal, polar projection centered
on Asuncion in Paraguay and shows vividly
the true relationship of the rest of the
world to South America.
Size is [|.2"x £0" (Wall size)
366 . World Maps for the Air-Age.
* Washington, D.C. Civil Aeronautics Administration, 19 )4.2 .
Title is self-explanatory. Especially
usefu37/£eacher*s background but also
good for grade use.
GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY
367.
Engelhardt, N.L., Jr.,
Our Global World
.
Hew York: Noble '& Noble Publishers, Inc., 19U3.
Contains many maps and diagrams. Should
be useful in teaching the global concept
of the world.
$1.00
1.00
Free
1.50
o.
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368. Global Geography.
CoXumbus /"Ohio : American Education Press, Inc., 19h3* ty .l£
Well illustrated with many maps.
Should be useful in teaching
the global concept of the world,
369 . Renner, George Thomas
Geographic Education for the Air Age. *20
‘lew York:' The Macmillan Company, I"9H2.
Suggests many practical ideas for
teaching Air-Age geography.
370. Sites, D.S.
Teaching a True Concept of the World. .10
Chicago Rand McNally & Company/ T9N3 •
Gives several practical suggestions
for teaching the global concept of
the world.
3 71. Van Zandt, J. Parker
Geography of World Air Transport. f-. OO
;7asKingTo'n,‘ TT/CV: ^roolcings institution, 19UU*
Illustrated with many maps. Also
shows the principle air routes.
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKLETS ON THE AIR-AGE AND ON RELATED TOPICS
372. Air Freight.
New York: American Airlines, Inc., n.d. Free
Title of this booklet is self-explanatory.
Should be useful for the teacher’s back-
ground as well as for the pupils.
(T) 373 • Airline Engineering.
New York:' 'Air-Age Education Research ,10
Title of this booklet is self-
e:cplanatory. Should be useful for
teacher’s background material.
(T)37U« Air Transportation .
Chicago: Dept, of School and College Service,
United Air Lines, Inc.
, 19U£. Free
Covers such topics as research en-
gineering, aircraft developments, etc
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Free
(T) 375>» Aviation Education in Pennsylvania Schools.
p'arrisburgV Pa. : Commonwealth oi’ Pennsylvania,
Department of Public Instruction
Interesting sets of "Programs recommended
for Elementary Schools, Secondary Schools,
and Teacher Preparing Institutions by the
Pennsylvania Committee on Aviation Educa-
tion, "
(T) 376. Aviation Handbook for Primary Teachers,
Chicago: ueparmerit of School and. College Service,
United Air Lines, Inc,, n.d.
Contains various ideas for uses of the 1/
materials found in the Teacher’s Kit, ( h3b)
'
(*) 377# Aviation Maintenance .
I !evr York Air-Age Education Research
Title of this booklet is self-
explanatory. Should be good background
material for the teacher.
378# Allen, Hugh
Story of the Airship, 1
.Acron, Ohio: Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, 19H2.
Study of the non-rigid type of airship.
Contains many illustrations,
379# At Ease Aloft.
i'fe’7 York: Pan American World Airways, n.d.
"A collection of Clipper Pastime Favorites,"
380, Coast-to-Coast Geography from the Air.
Chicago: Department of School and College Service,
United Air Lines, Inc., n.d.
Booklet is prepared in cooperation with
the Society for Visual Education, Inc.
Should prove to be very valuable to the
teacher as background information as well as
furnish good reading material for the pupil.
Illustrated with pictures taken from a
slide film by the same name.
Free
.10
.00
Free
Free
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381, Exploring Aviation
~ Lincoln,
-
Neb. : University of Nebraska, n.d. Set of 6 for
$•60
A series of pamphlets which should aid
the teacher of aviation in the elementary
grades,
382, Flying Clippers in the Southern Americas,
itew York: Fan American ',/o'rld Airways, n.d. Free
’’Background for teachers of some of the
more intimate details of international
air transport as it has been developed
in Latin America over the past two de-
cades. "
383 , Hunt & Fahringer
Student Pilot Handbook. 1.00
New York: Books, Tnc.~7 19U3*
Illustrated book of practical flying
interspersed with plenty of laughs.
38Lu Into the Air Age.
New York: Ain-Age Education Research, 19UU* .25 each
Discount on 25
This booklet is the first of a series or more copies,
on life in a world of three dimensions,
385* I’ve Got Wings.
lash'ihgt'ori, D.C.: United States Army Air Forces
Office of Flying Safety, n.d. Free
Comical booklet on Civil Air Regulations
together with certain Army flight procedures
which differ from the Civil Air Regulations
thus giving a complete picture of present-
day flying.
386 , Let’s Get Better Aquainted.
New York: pah American World Airways, 19L5 Free
Booklet giving facts on the Latin
American countries and information
regarding air travel to them.
387 . Little Known Facts About the Scheduled Air Transport Industry.
Washington, D.C.:' Air 'Transport Association <6T~America^ Free
This booklet was compiled from facts
about the air transport industry. These
facts were ot tailed. from. Government
agencies, the airlines and other re-
liable sources. The booklet itself
has many pictorial charts which should
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furnish the teacher with adequate
statiscal data about air transportation
in such a fon which is easy to present
to elementary grade pupils,
388, Our Mew Age of Flight,
Chicago : 'Department of School and College Service Free
United Air Lines, Inc., n,d.
A leaflet presenting in a graphic
manner the new Air Age. Should be
suitable for use with intermediate
grade children,
389 , Piper Cub at War,
Locldiave^, Fa, : Piper Aircraft Corporation, 19hh, Free
World War II action stories.
390, Ray and Washburn
Are You Fit to be a Pilot? $1,00
Chicago': 7/ilcox '&• Follett, I9 I 1I
Describes the various physical tests
which pilots are usually subjected to
before they may become pilots,
391» Smith, Nila 3.
A Look at the Weather. ,16
NevrYork: Silver, Burdett & Company, n.d.
Booklet on the weather told in an easy-
to-understand language.
392. Story of United Air Lines
Chicago: Department of School and College Service,
United Air Lines, Inc., n.d. Free
Booklet contains two separate stories ; viz,,
"The L!ain Line Airway of United Air Lines,"
and "The Pacific Coast Airway of United Air
Lines."
393 • Waging of Peace . ,2£
Washington, D.C. : American Association of School Administrators
Dept, of the National Education Association
of the United States,
A program for the Air Age proposed by the
Air-Age Education Committee,

39U. Wealth of the Other Americas
'New 'fork: !Pan Americam World Airways, n.d. Free
Booklet, illustrated in color, which
gives the current facts of the Latin
American nations*
395.
White, W.B.,
Seeing Stars*
Ohioago: Rand McNally & Company, n*d* *10
Booklet about the constellations
written in an interesting manner*
INEXPENSIVE PERIODICALS
396. Air-Age Education News*
'TTev^orkV Air-Sge Education Research, I9U6* Free
Distributed free upon request to teachers
and school administrators. Should be ex-
cellent for keeping up-to-date on the
subject of Air-Age education.
397. Air-Age World.
Eerw York: Air-Age Education Research, 19U6*
Supplement of the Air-Age Education News,
available in two editions, both of which
are issued monthly* The "Intermediate"
edition is for use of third., fourth and
fifth graders while the "Upper," is for
sixth to ninth graders.
398. Air Trails,
New York: Street & Smith, Publishers, Inc,,
A magazine concerning model airplanes.
Published monthly.
399. Air Trails Model Annual for 19li3
«
New fork: Street & Smith Publishers, Inc., 19U3. ,2f?
Contains articles on wartime model
building, model wind tunnels, gas-
oline operated model aircraft, radio
control of models, model gasoline
engine trouble shooting, and photogra-
phs and drawings of models and their
component parts.
.10 per
pupil for four
issues.
$1.75
per year.
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UOO. Building America: aviation.
Sau Claire, 7is. : Jii.ll." Hale & Company, 0*30
I4OI. Building America: Winged America# .30
Sau Claire/ Wis, : H.E.’lTaTe" & Company, 19U2.
Building America, the periodical, is
issued monthly; each issue being on a
separate topic of a current event. The
first issue mentioned above deals with
the social aspects of aviation while
the other one concerns the future of
aviation.
U02o Classroom Clipper#
Mew York: Tan American World Airways, 19U6. . Free
Published monthly as a service to teachers.
Should assist the teacher in keeping up-to-
date in the field of aviation.
I4O3. Cub Flier,
Lock Haven, Pa. : Piper Aircraft Corporation#
Published once every two months^ for
the aviation enthusiast.
UOU* Current Aviation.
' C^umbu"s’/'*oKio : American Education Press.
K ly
Published^from September to June. Deals
iTith current aviation topics. Rather
technical,but might possibly be used for
a bright sixth grade pupil. Should make
excellent material for teacher’s back-
ground in aviation.
h0$, Model Airplane News.
Mew York: Sir-Age, Inc. 2.00 per year.
Published monthly. Designed for the
young model builder.
$#80 per student
for 10 or more.
.70 per student
for 30 or more.
i|06. Model Aviation.
Washington, D.C.: National Aeronautic Association, 1.00 per
year.
Contains news and information of interest
to young model plane builders; includes
plans for model construction; published
bi-monthly.
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U07. Official Guide of the Airways#
TJEicago: Official Guide of the Airways.
Contains an abund^ice of information
(fares, mileage, qjiipment, airports, etc#)
concerning the regular airline services
in the United States, Canada and Alaska
and to the West Indies, Central and
South America and Mexico. 1^ is revised
and issued monthly#
408. Skyways.
Hew York: Henry Publishing Company.
Published monthly# Should be useful
for keeping up-to-date on new devel-
opments in air transportation and
the progress of the air-age politi-
cal and economic phases as well as
technical and non-technical phases#
409. Travel.
New York: Robert M# McBride & Company#
Published monthly# Frequently contains
articles on the future of aviation,
especially on air transportation.
Should furnish excellent material for
a teacher's background in aviation as
well as interesting reading for the
brighter sixth grade pupils.
PLANS AND INSTRUCTIONS ON BUILDING AND FLYING OF MODELS
410.
Building Your Own Wind Tunnel#
New
'
Tbrlc Air-Age 'Education Research
Contains detailed explanations as
well as a number of figure drawings,
working drawings and photographs of
the wind tunnel# Although prepared
for the use of junior and senior
high school students, a bright sixth
grade pupil should be able to con-
struct the wind tunnel with an oc-
casional aid from the teacher and
with the use of the many excellent
drawings.
•£0 per
copy.
.25 per
copy.
.35 per
copy.
$4.00 per year.
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Free
Ull. Davidson, Jesse
How to 3uild Scale Models for Defense.
Hew York: X-Acto Crescent produ.cts Company, 19U2.
Easy-to-understand. instructions for
building identification models.
[p.2. Friedman, B.G.
Model Airplanes.
Chicago: South Park Commissioners, 193b*
Illustrates various steps in model
building.
I|13. Garber, Paul E.
Kites and Kite Flying.
Hew York: Boy Scouts of America, 1931«
Contains plans and directions for
building and flying kites.
)
i
1)
1 » How to Fly a Piper Cub.
Dock Haven, 'pa.':" 'Piper aircraft Corporation, 19l'S*
Contains many interesting facts about
flying a plane, including fifty-three
step-by-step photographs and descrip-
tions of a typical flying lesson.
PICTURE BOOKLETS
bl$9 Airplanes How and After the Vfar.
Chicago: Department of 'School and College Service,
United. Air Lines, Inc., n.d.
Primary grade reading folder with
eight half-page photographs by
pan American Airways System, Lock-
heed Aircraft Corporation and others,
Ul6. Airplanes, the Work They Do and How They Do It,
Cau Claire, .'/is: 'E.' . Hale & Company,' T93U.
Picture scripts for primary grades.
lLL7. From Sea to Sea
.
Hew 'fork: Silver, Burdett and Company, I9I4J4..
Pamphlet containing an imaginary story
about a baby airplane that could not
fly. Suggested for use in the primary
grades.
$•35
.30
.10
Free
.15
1.00
'.
1;18« National Model Airplane Meet in Pictures .
' /ashinr'to'n. D. C. : Nation?.! Aeronaut -.c Association, 1939*
#3o
rictorial booklet illustrating a Watio
model meet,
1+19 • Seeing the Airport,
Chicago: 'Society for Visual education, Inc, , 19UU* Free
Booklet, describing and illustrating
with pictures from the slide film
a flight from Chicago to Cleveland?
gives a bird's-eye «rievr of the
activities and the facilities of
the Chicago Municipal Airport,
1+20. Stories About planes and Flying,
Chicago: department of School and College Service, Free
United Air Lines, Inc., n.d.
Story of a trip in one of the
Mainliners from Chicago to New
York,
,
Illustrated with many
pictures.
RAPOAT3, DISCUSSIONS, ADDRESSES, ETC.
(T) 1+21, An Airport Laboratory Plan.
Washington, j. C. Department of Commerce, Free
Civil Aeronautic's Administration
Aviation Education Service
Should be suitable for teacher's
background material,
(T) 1+22, Education for the Air-Age,
Washington, UTO. : Department of Commerce, Free
Civil Aeronautic ' s Administration.
"Pre-flight Aeronautics Program,"
Should be excellent material for
a teacher's background,
(T) 1+23* How Representative Grade Teachers are Teaching Aviation,
Chicago:" Department of 'ScTTool and College'YJer'vice',
‘ Free
United Air Lines, Inc,, n,d.
Consists of various "Nationwide Reports,"
by Grade Teachers" on the methods of
teaching aviation "from the kindergarten
through the eighth grade," Also suggests
art programs for use in all the grades.
**
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(T) U2U. Hutchison,
Freedom of the Air*
New York: Public -Iffairs Committee, n.d.
"Well presented discussion of this
very important subject."
(T) Jj.25* Kaemffert,
The Airplane and Tomorrow’s World*
lev/ York: Public Affairs Committee, n.d.
Excellent discussion of the future
of the air presented in an interest-
ing manner. Should be very good for <3L
teacher’s background material,
(T) h2o. National Airport Plan.
Washington, IT/CT.Y Government Printing Office
"House Document Number 807
,
78th.
Congress, 2nd. Session." Should
be excellent background material
for the teacher of aviation.
(T) Ii27. Wings Over the Yforld,
New York: pan' American World Airways, 19U1l*
"Annual Report for 19U14-*"
e.10
.10
.20
Free
(T) i|28. Patterson, W.A.
The Airplane in the Scheme of Post-War Transportation. Free
New York: r'ationaT WnWus'triaT'TTWnferehc'e' B'dard, l9l|2«
"An address delivered before the
National Industrial Conference
Board at New York, November 19U2."
(T) U29. Pogue, L.W.
International Aviation’s He?/ Charter. Free
.7ashington, TT.'CT.':~GiviT Aeronautic rs Board, 19Up»
Address made by Mr. Pogue on
February 10, 19k5»
(T)U30. Teacher’s Report of a Brief Study of Aviation Made By a Sixth Grade
ClassT
------ - .
-
. -
TTasNangton, D. C. : Department of Commerce,
Aviation Education Service,
Civil Aeronautic ’ s Administration.
The above mimeographed material has
a title which is self-explanatory.
Should be extremely useful to a
sixth grade teacher of aviation.
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(T) U31* Van Zandt, J. Parker
Chicago Civil Air Conference*
hew York: foreign Policy Association, Inc., 19U5>»
•'Foreign Policy Reports for
February l£, 19U3 Vol.XX.
No. 23."
U32. What Your Town Needs for the Coming Air Age.
Lock Haven, !Pa.: Piper Aircraft 'Corporation, n.d.
Discussion of future trends in aviation.
Should be useful to the teacher of the
intermediate grades. Also good material
for a teacher's background on aviation.
TEACHERS' KITS AND COLLECTIONS
(T)U33* Intermediate Aviation Teaching Kit,
Chicago : Department offcTTodl and College Service,
United Air Lines, n0 d.
Facts and pictures on air trans-
portation which give authoritative
information.
(T) U3U. Primary Aviation Teaching Kit.
Chicago: Departmerif 'of "School and College Service,
United Air Lines, n.d.
Reading material and informational
pictures on air transportation.
(T) U35* Teacher's Collection Number I.
New York:" Air-Age Education Research, n.d,
Air-Age visual aids and sup-
plementary reading materials.
(T) lj.36. Teacher's Collection Number II.
New York: Air-Age Education Research, n.d.
Consists of basic booklets, maps,
and charts,
(T) Teacher's Kit of Junior Aviation Material
.
Lock Haven, Pa.: Piper Aircraft Corporation, n.d.
Free’
.25
.25
2.00
1.00
1.00
"Interesting set of wall charts and
other aids."
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TEACHING UNITS
438. Age of Wings.
~ Denver," Col. : Denver Public Schools, 1944* 0*23
"An Instructional Unit Written by
Teachers for Use in the Denver
Junior High Schools," Should be
excellent material for a teacher's
background in the field of aviation.
439. Griffin, Alda and others
Aviation in the Primary Grades, Free
Greeley, Col. : Colorado" 'State
-
College of Education, 1944*
Interesting unit which should be
a valuable teaching aid to a
primary grade teacher.
14+0 . Key, Frances Lee and others
A Unit on Air Transportation. Free
GfeeTeY,*
-
Colorado' IToTdrado“State College of Education, l944"»
Written for the fifth and sixth
grades but should be usable in
almost any of the e { ev*mt a»^y
grades. Contains suggestions
for numerous activities which
might be carried on in the
classroom.
441* A Sample Unit In Aviation for the Elementary Grades. Free
'Washington, IjTTJT : Aviation Education Service,
~
Civil Aeronautics Administration,
Department of Commerce, 1944*
An interesting well written unit on
aviation for the elementary grades.
WORK BOOKS
442. James, Linnie B.
By Plane to Latin America. .64
Hew York: ILarcount,* Brace & Company, Inc,, 1942.
"Well planned workbook for studying
Latin America."
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) Siemens, Cornelius H,
Aeronautics Workbook,
Boston: 'linn & Company, 19U2.
Written for high school students but
should make an excellent reference
book for the teacher when properly
filled out.
Ai
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
The following films are suggested for use with elementary grade child-
ren# As the prices of films are subject to change, no attempt has been made
on the part of the author of this manuscript to quote any prices# However,
if some of the films mentioned are free, the word (loan), which means free
except for transportation charges, will be used# Other abbreviations that
will be used in describing a film are as follows:
min. for minutes#
mm. for millimeters,
si# for silent film#
sd. for sound film.
If more than one film source is mentioned, the additional sources
will be abbreviated and will be listed in detail at the end of this chapter
on motion picture films.
LJuU# Air Army.
*ICTmin# 16mm# sd# (loan)
United States Army, 19U2#
Describes and illustrates the growth of the air
branch of the army. Shows training in formation
flying.
Other Sources:
Gut
Ohio
Air Liner.
20 min# l6mm# sd.
Donavin Miller, 1938.
Illustrates the experiences of a passenger
on a regular airplane transport flight;
shows detailed information about the many
airplane operation and maintenance jobs#
Other Sources:
Ariz.
B&H.
..
.
.
-
I* *
.
UU6 . Airplane Changes Our World Map#
11 min# 16mm# sd,
*'
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
, 19U2.
Illustrates the many ways in which
the airplane has changed our social
way of life.
Other Source:
Erpi
144.7 . Airplane Trip ,
IT • Toram. sd.
Erpi Classroom Films, 1938.
Portrays the experiences of. Dorothy end
her mother on an airplane trip from Los
Angeles to Salt Lake City from the time
the tickets were purchased for the trip
until Dot and her mother landed in Salt
Lake City. Before the flight it shows
mechanics working on the plane 3 filling
of wing tanks with gasoline, warming up
of motors 5 stowing away of baggage 5
stewardess assisting passengers with
safety belts. During the flight the film
calls attention to .the preparation and
serving of food by the stewardess, watch-
ing of the instruments by the pilot and
co-pilot ; making up of beds by the steward-
ess. When their destination is reached their
plane is safely landed; Dot and her mother,
together with other passengers bound for
Salt Lake City, disembark and their plane
continues on its journey to New York City,
Other Sources:
EBF
Harvard
Ind.
Kan.
Minn.
N.C.
Wis.
,.
- .
..
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UU8 • Air Scout Training Film.
i ' Y l6mm.
Boy Scouts of America,
Explains and illustrates the funda-
g itals of aerodynamics, the effect
of streamlining on a plane, etc. It
should tend to encourage boys to
study aviation for a career.
Other Source:
As far as can be ascertained
the above source is the only one
for this particular film,
)|)i9, America Learns to Fly ,
to vntou lommr'sd', (loan)
national Dairy Council, 19U1,
Illustrates the various activities
of the airlines, Emphasizes the
importance of milk and other dairy
products in a well-balanced diet,
especially that of a pilot,
U50. Other Sources:
loS
YMGA
Li50, Bray Aviation Series: Aerodynamics Properties of Air,
“
"'TT r InT ibrnm," "sd.
’ *
Bray Pictures Corporation, I9I4I,
Explains experiments which show that
has mass and weight. Also mentions some
ways in which man controlls the forces
of air.
h$l, Brav Aviation Series: Aerodynamics Lift,
T3TIfm.” T5mm. scT.
Bray Picutures Corporation, 19l|l*
Explains experiments showing the lifting po^®r
of air in motion,
U52, Bray Aviation Series: Aerodynamics Air Resistance and Streamlining.
10 min’. 16 mm. s .'
‘
Illustrates and explains air resistance an
demonstrates the value of streamlining.
„1
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U53. Bray Aviation Series: Essential Parts and Types of Planes.
L'p min. 16 ram.' scl.
~~ '
Bray Pictures Corporation, I9 I4I,
Demonstrates, by the use of model airplanes,
the important facts concerning the rudders,
bodies, motors, wings and tail surfaces of
airplanes.
h$k» Bray Aviation Series: Methods of Flight.
’ 2S min.’ To mm. si,
Bray Pictures Corporation, I9 I4I.
Illustrates^by means of slow-motion studies^
how birds move their wings and tail feathers
in flight. Following this are pictures of an
ornithopter. Pictures of gliding and soaring
birds immediately precede those of gliders
and sail planes.
U55* Children’s Airport Excursion,
12 min.' 16 mm. TTY
Purinton Pictures, 1936.
"Shows what a group of forty-two children
saw at an airport."
Other Sources:
A&B
111 .
[|56. Clouds and Weather.
o mih. 16 mm. sd.
American Film Center(United States Department of Agriculture), 1939.
Presents the phases of the typical weather cycle.
Should aid in a better understanding of the
basis for weather prediction and of weather maps.
Other Sources:
Col.
Wis.
U57. Clouds Go To Work.
17 "min. 16 mm. sd.
Edited Pictures System
Explains briefly the formation of clouds and
the causes of precipitation. Also shows many
ways in which rain is beneficial to mankind.
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U5>8. Coast-To-Coast By Plane.
3t) win. T6 mm. si.
United Air Lines, 1937*
Illustrates airplane transportation, giving
the work of both ground and air personnell.
Shows in what way aviation contributes to
transportation. Should assist those pupils
who desire to obtain an overview of possible
opportunities in the aviation industry.
Other Sources:
ZsT.
Col.
Kan.
H5>9. Conquest of the Air.
U77lain! . J.6 nm0 sd,
Films, Inc., 19U0.
Traces the development of lighter-than-air
craft as well as that of the heavier-than-
air machines. Gives detailed explanations
of the functions of the most important parts
of an airplane. Shows scientific advancements
in regard to safety and flying efficiency
such as landing-beam equipment, light beacons, etc.
etc. Also shows a map of the world upon which
routes of American commercial air lines are
represented.
Other Sources:
Cal.
TexVE.
Wis.
Bea.
UoO. Development of Communication.
15 min. 16 mm.
'
3 '!? rm.~~scT.
Erpi Classroom Films.
Shows several discoveries that involve the
use of electricity. Among these are the
telephone, electric current, wireless, and
the radio. Illustrates radio control of
airplanes.
hoi. Look To Lockheed For Leadership.
min, lb mm. scT.
Trade-Films * Inc
.
Shows design and structure of one of the
leading makes of airplanes. Describes the
» •> n
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characteristics of the various types
of planes.
Other Sources:
B&H
Geo
Motions of a Plane.
—nr min. 10 ram. sd.
Bray Pictures Corporation, 19U3*
Illustrates the different things ob-
served by a pilot as the plane per-
forms. Shows motions of yawing, pitch-
ing and rolling.
Other Source:
B&H.
paratroops.
9 min'.' 16 mnio sd. (loan)
Office of War Information, 19U3*
Useful to illustrate current history.
Other Source:
Gas.
Starting—Taxiing—Taking Off.
ID’ non. lo mm. si.
Bray Pictures Corporation, 19U3*
Shows complete process of starting
the engine. Also shows the cautions
to be observed when taking off.
Other Source:
B&H
Seed Dispersal.
15 min. lo mm. 35 mm. sd.
Hrpi Classroom Films, n.d.
Illustrates the way in which the many
different types of seeds are scattered
by the wind and by animals.
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U66 • Sky Harbor.
~T2“min. 16 mm. sd.
E.B. Annis Company.
Illustrates the various airport activities,
such as the work of mechanic 5 , reporting of
the weather, etc., that contribute to the
safety of flying.
hfilo Story of a Disturbance.
12 min. 16 mm. sd.
Gaumont British Pictures Corporation of America,
Illustrates by means of diagrams the course
of a cyclonic '-rave across the British Isles.
Describes the types of clouds which accompany
such a disturbance, also their movements and
those of the air currents concerned.
Other Source:
CFC
U68. Story of the Airship.
Tp min.' 16 imn.' si. (loan)
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.
Illustrates the history of aviation,
giving particular emphasis upon
lighter-than-air craft.
I4.69. Weather Forecast.
'I? min. Id mm. sd.
Gaumont British Instructional Films.
Shows the manner in which weather reports
in Great Britain are gathered, recorded, and
sent out before changes in the weather have
actually occurred. Also illustrates, in de-
tail, how a gale warning affects fishermen,
the coast guard, and ships at sea as well as
those persons responsible for the safe flight
of airplanes.
Other Source
:
Mod Mus
U70. Weather Forecasting.
Tp Ton. io mm. “si.
Fastman Kodak Company, 1931*
Illustrates the gathering of weather obser-
vations and the compiling of a weather map.
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H71. Wee Anne Visits China Clipper.
10 min.'"TS mm. si*
Cinegraphic Company.
Shows the loading of freight and the
going on board of pass^g^ •"<*«, This
is followed by pictures of the plane
talcing off*
U?2. Young America Flies*
o . Id mm.~sd.
Teaching Films Custodian, Inc.
Shows the training a person needs to
become a civil aeronautics pilot.
U73 » Youth Takes to Wings.
~ ml'nV or min. 16 mm. sd.
Bray Pictures Corporation, l9lfU
Shows pictures of young model airplane
and glider enthusiasts. Illustrates
various natural flights and man’
s
attempt at imitation of them. Describes
the different types of planes as well
as the most important parts of each
type shown. Also includes four parts
of Bray Aviation Series.
Other Sources:
B&H
Balls
Cal
IdP
TexVE
«.
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Armis
Ariz
B&H
Bailey-
BallS
BosU
Bray
Buck
Gal
Gas
Gine
LIST OF FILM DISTRIBUTORS
Akin and Bagshaw, Inc.
lU25 Williams Street
Denver, Colorado
R.B. Annis Company
1101 North Delaware Street
Indianapolis , Indiana
University of Arizona
University Extension Division
Tucson, Arizona
Bell and Howell Filmosound Library
I801-l8l5 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Bailey Film Service
1651 Cosmo Street
Hollywood, California
Ball State Teacher's College
Teaching Materials Service
Huncie, Indiana
Free Film Service
Boston University School of Education
29 Exeter Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Bucknell University
Classroom Film Library
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania
University of California extension Division
Department of Visual Instruction
301 California Hall
Berkeley, California
Castle Films
RCA Building, Rockefeller Center
New York
Cinema, Incorporated
23U Clarendon Street
Boston, Massachusetts
.. .
'
CFG College Film Center
59 East Van Buren Street
Chicago, Illinois
Gol University of Colorado
Bureau of Visual Instruction
Boulder, Colorado
Gos Cosmopolitan Film Libraries, Inc,
3 2 J4.8 Gratiot Avenue
Detroit, Michigan
Dudley Dudley Visual Education Service
Coughlan Building
Mankato, Minnesota
EBF Encyclopaedia Brittannica Films, Inc,
20 North hacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois
Eastman Eastman Kodak Company
Teaching Films Division
Rochester, New York
Srpi Erpi Classroom Films, Inc,
I8 I4I Broadway
New York, N.Y.
Geo University System of Georgia
Division of General Extension
223 Walton Street, NW
Atlanta, Georgia
Gut Walter 0. Gutlohn, Inc,
35 West U5th Street
New York, N.Y,
Harvard Harvard Film Service
Biological Laboratories
Cambridge
,
Massachusett
s
IdP Ideal Pictures Corporation
28-3U East 8th Street
Chicago, Illinois
111 University of Illinois
Visual Aids Service
113 University High School
Urbana, Illinois
V, t
.
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Ind
Io
IoS
Kan
Ken
La
Minn
Mo
Mod Mas
NG
NEEFA
NH
Ohio
PCW
Indiana University
Extension Division
Bloomington, Indiana
University of Iowa
Deparment of Visual Instruction
Iowa City, Iowa
Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
Visual Instruction Service
Ames, Iowa
University of Kansas
Bureau of Visual Instruction
Lawrence, Kansas
University of Kentucky -
Lexington
Kentucky
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge
Louisiana
University of Minnesota
Bureau of Visual Instruction
Minneapolis, Minnesota
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri
Museum of Modern Art
11 West 53rd Street
New York, N.Y.
University of North Carolina
Extension Division
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
New England Educational Films Association
Durham
New Hampshire
University of New Hampshire
Extension Division
Durham, New Hampshire
State of Ohio Department of Education
Columbus, Ohio
Pennsylvania College for Women
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
. * t
Rea Reagan Visual Films, Inc.
2269 Ford Road
St. Paul, Minnesota
SC University of South Carolina
Colunbia, South Carolina
Syr Syracuse University
Cooperative Educational Film Library
School of Education
Syracuse, New York
TexVE Texas Visual Education Company
305 West 10th Street
Austin, Texas
TFC Teaching Films Custodians
23 West U3rd Street
New York, N.Y#
VES Visual Education Service
131 Clarendon Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Wis University of Wisconsin
Madison
Wisconsin
YMCA Motion Picture Bureau
Young Men’s Christian Association
3l;7 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.
19 South La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.
3^1 Turk Street, San Francisco, Cal.
..
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CHAPTER IV.
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
There are constanly increasing sources of material on the subject
of aviation. Among those which the writer of this manuscript has found
the most valuable are as follows:
A. Airlines
American and United are especially good, although practically
all of the different airlines furnish various kinds of material
either
either free or at a nominal cost. Some of the materials are
available in quantities for classroom use.
B. Books for the history and progress of aviation these books
were found to contain excellent background material for the
_l
/
teacher of aviation. (U,o9,83,91, 92,99*202)
C. Newspapers and Periodicals publish frequeht articles on advances
in aviation, including new record breaking flights and achieve-
ments. (396,397,398,399, U02,U0li,U05)
The above materials referred to appear^ to be the most important
ones to read in order to keep up-to-date,
v_j/ See Chapter ill,
2/ See Chapter III#
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